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OVERVIEW 
The RNA interference pathway was first described in C. elegans as a potent regulatory 

mechanism by which exogenously introduced double-stranded RNA leads to degradation, or 
“interference”, of transcripts with sequence complementarities to the dsRNA1. Initially, it was 
postulated that the RNAi response might have roles in anti-viral defense, with siRNAs found in 
the cell triggered by externally introduced dsRNAs2.Since then, the discoveries of large classes of 
endogenous small RNAs such as microRNAs3, repeat-associated siRNAs (Xie et al 2004), and 
antisense siRNAs4 have supported the model that, in addition to generating potent responses to 
exogenously introduced dsRNA, cellular mechanisms also utilize the RNAi pathway as a general 
mechanism for transcript regulation, in absence of exogenously introduced dsRNAs.  

Amongst metazoans, the nematode C. elegans possesses one of the most potent cellular 
RNAi responses. With a life cycle of 3 days, a well defined developmental process, and over 40% 
homology to the human genome in just 1/30th the number of nucleotides, the nematode serves as 
an ideal vehicle to study the mechanisms of not just the RNAi response, but also of complex 
phenomena ranging from aging to learning and memory. In the following sections, we utilize this 
model organism to examine two distinct biological phenomena: RNA editing and heat shock 
response. We conduct computational analysis of the transcriptome in order to gain insight into the 
mechanisms of transcriptional regulation underlying each phenomena. We consider each 
biological domain in context of the endogenous and exogenous RNAi response pathways in C 
elegans, using prior knowledge from the domain to gain insight into unsolved mysteries of the 
RNAi pathway, and vice versa. 

First, we take a look at the function of a specific type of RNA editing mediated by ADAR 
(adenosine deaminase that acts on RNAs). We test our hypotheses on ADAR activity and target 
specificity through transcriptome analysis in the context of exogenous RNAi response pathway in 
C. elegans. By examining of small RNA and mRNA populations in adar mutants and additional 
RNAi defective mutants, we show that the activity and specificity of the ADAR enzyme likely 
precludes the detection of its targets through conventional methods of sequence capture and 
analysis. Based on this understanding, we develop novel computational approaches for analysis of 
small RNA and mRNA populations and identify a broader set of ADAR targets, leading to a 
deeper understanding of the ADAR pathway, the conserved functionalities of the ADAR enzyme, 
and its relationship with the exogenous RNAi pathway in C. elegans.  

Second, we examine the dynamics of the transcriptome upon and after exposure to 
extreme heat. We hypothesize that the recovery response after removal from heat exposure might 
involve alternations in transcription regulation that are more complex than a reversal of the heat-
shock induced effects, and that one such form of long-term regulation might involve the 
endogenous RNAi pathway and regulation via synthesis of endogenous siRNAs. By examining 
the dynamics of the C. elegans transcriptome during time-course of heat exposure and recovery, 
we reach a deeper understanding of heat shock biology and explore the relationship between 
endogenous siRNAs and their sequence complementary mRNA targets in the context of 
environmentally induced perturbations.  
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CHAPTER I: 

Competition between ADAR and RNAi pathways 

for an extensive class of RNA targets 

ABSTRACT 
Adenosine deaminases that act on RNAs (ADARs) interact with double-stranded RNAs, 

deaminating adenosines to inosines. Previous studies of Caenorhabditis elegans indicated an 

antagonistic interaction between ADAR and RNAi machineries, with ADAR defects suppressed 

upon additional knockout of RNAi. This suggests a pool of common RNA substrates capable of 

engaging both pathways. To define and characterize such substrates, we examined small RNA 

and mRNA populations of ADAR mutants and identified a distinct set of loci from which RNAi-

dependent short RNAs are markedly upregulated. At these same loci, we observed populations of 

multiply edited transcripts, supporting a specific role for ADARs in preventing access to the 

RNAi pathway for an extensive population of dsRNAs. Characterization of these loci revealed a 

substantial overlap with noncoding and intergenic regions, suggesting that the landscape of 

ADAR targets may extend beyond previously annotated classes of transcripts. 

INTRODUCTION 
ADARs are a class of double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) binding proteins that catalyze the 

deamination of adenosines to inosines in dsRNA, disrupting base-pairing at the editing site. A 

standard approach to characterize ADAR targets involves identifying adenosine-to-guanosine (A-

to-G) changes in cDNA sequences relative to the reference genome. Several well-characterized 

ADAR-editing events occur in coding regions and alter the amino acid sequence, including events 

in the glutamate ion channels, the seratonin 2C receptor and the voltage-gated potassium channel 

(Kv1.1)1–5. Despite these prominent examples, genome-wide assays for adenosine-to-inosine (A-

to-I) editing sites in mammals show that the majority of ADAR targets are disbursed in clusters 

among noncoding regions (for example, 3’ UTRs) and genomic repeat structures (for example, 

SINEs)6–16. Studies of ADAR activity in vitro show that ADARs edit perfect hairpins throughout 

the double-stranded structure17. 

The ADAR class of enzymes is conserved across metazoans26, with absence of activity in 

mice and flies leading to a marked disruption of normal physiological function. Loss of ADAR1 

in mice results in defective hematopoiesis and embryonic lethality27–30; Drosophila without 

dADAR show adult-stage incoordination and temperature-sensitive paralysis31,32. C. elegans adr 
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mutant strains show chemotaxis defects and reduced life-span but remain viable and fertile33,34. 

As C. elegans adr mutants lack extreme phenotypes, they provide a valuable system for studying 

the molecular contributions of A-to-I editing in transcriptome regulation. 

What is the functional consequence of promiscuous A-to-I editing for individual 

transcripts? While it is clear from genetic evidence that ADAR plays a central role in cellular 

viability, there is much debate in the field regarding the exact consequence of ADAR activity on 

RNA targets. It has been suggested that transcripts with inosine-containing 3’ UTRs may undergo 

degradation, sequestration, or enter other dsRNA-binding pathways18–24. However, several HeLa 

and C. elegans transcripts with inosine-containing 3’ UTRs showed no changes in protein levels, 

mRNA levels or degree of ribosome association in animals lacking ADARs25, suggesting that 

some observed effects may not be direct consequences of loss of editing. Moreover, A-to-I 

editing has been implicated in alteration of microRNA targeting. Rare examples of edited 

microRNA sequences have been found, though tracking the functional implications of these 

edited sequences has been a challenge, largely due to our currently limited understanding of the 

exact nature of miRNA targeting and function.  

Analysis of expression patterns of ADAR gives us some insight into ADAR activity. In 

mammals, ADAR is expressed at the highest level in the brain. During development, ADAR is 

highest during early embryos, and expression gradually localizes to the nervous system. ADAR 

expression is up-regulated during many viral infections and down regulated in cancerous tissues. 

In C. elegans, ADAR genes adr-1 and adr-2 reach peak expression in embryos and the 

developing vulva. Examination of editing targets in select 3’ UTRs in mutant backgrounds has 

implicated ADR-2 as the active A-to-I editing enzyme, whereas ADR-1 appears to control site 

specificity and editing frequency33.Physiological chemotaxis dependence has also been 

characterized, with defects evident in adr-1 mutant strains that are more severe in adr-2 and most 

severe in adr-1 adr-2 double-mutants25. 

In addition to the physiological phenotypes, C. elegans adr-1 adr-2 mutant animals have 

also shown a modulated response to transgene expression. Reporter transgenes introduced into 

the animals showed reduced expression, independent of sequence composition of the transgene35. 

It has been suggested that this phenomenon derives from unintended duplex structures produced 

from indiscriminate strand-nonspecific transcription of transgene arrays. The resulting duplex 

RNAs, which may serve as ADAR substrates in wild-type animals, would then trigger RNA 

interference (RNAi) in the absence of active ADAR. Correspondingly, the modulated transgene 
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effect is also rescued in adr-1 adr-2 rde-1 triple mutants, whereas transgene transcripts show 

extensive A-to-I editing in the presence of ADAR35. 

The competitive relationship between the ADAR and RNAi pathways in C. elegans 

appears to extend to regulation of endogenous genes. In particular, the chemotaxis defect of adr-1 

adr-2 animals is rescued in strains additionally lacking critical components of the RNAi 

machinery (adr-1 adr-2 rde-4 and adr-1 adr-2 rde-1)36. These observations suggest that ADARs 

may act to unwind endogenous dsRNAs capable of entering the RNAi pathway36 (Fig. 1). 

Alternatively, it is possible that components of the RNAi pathway act upstream of the ADAR 

pathway, possibly modulating editing activity or the availability of editing targets. Additionally, 

ADAR activity may act in a specific or nonspecific manner to antagonize or modulate small RNA 

processing and maturation37–39, and in such a role, it may act as a modulator of the microRNA 

(miRNA) pathway. These possibilities are certainly not mutually exclusive. 

Assignment of ADARs to distinct cellular functions has been constrained by the lack of 

an identifiable sequence motif at editing sites40 and by challenges in definitive identification of 

functional ADAR targets41. Nevertheless, conserved characteristics of binding and activity appear 

to implicate ADARs in a broad regulation of dsRNA populations42,43. In mice, for example, the 

liver failure associated with defective hematopoiesis in ADAR mutants is suggested to arise from 

dsRNA-triggered interferon response27. Mutant phenotypes in organisms lacking ADAR could 

thus arise as a secondary consequence of the deregulation of a much broader class of transcripts. 

Although the salient phenotype of C. elegans ADAR mutants is neurological (resulting in 

defective chemotaxis), the broad role of ADAR editing may or may not be directly related to 

regulation of transcripts involved in neurological development. 

In light of these considerations, elucidation of ADAR function may require general 

characterization of broad classes of ADAR targets. Antagonistic interactions between the ADAR 

and RNAi pathways in C. elegans suggest that such a population of endogenous ADAR-targets 

might be revealed by examining endogenous small RNA populations in editing-deficient animals. 

We introduce a genome-wide approach to identify highly edited loci that trigger an extreme 

RNAi response in C. elegans in the absence of ADAR, characterizing a population of transcripts 

that naturally engage the ADAR mechanism. 

RESULTS 

A class of 5’-phosphate 23-nt–to–24-nt RNAs is enriched in adr mutants 
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We sequenced small RNAs from C. elegans wild-type populations and from animals carrying 

deletions in one or both adr genes (Supplementary Table 1). Because the chemotaxis defect in 

editing-deficient mutants is suppressed in adr-1 adr-2 rde-1 and adr-1 adr-2 rde-4 strains36, we 

additionally sequenced small RNA populations from these animals, reasoning that a similar 

rescue of molecular phenotypes might also be observed. Based on expression patterns of the adr 

transcripts, we queried populations at the embryonic and L4 stages. Small RNAs (18–30 

nucleotides (nt)) were extracted and captured by procedures44 that required substrates to have 5’ 

monophosphate and 3’ hydroxyl termini. These samples were sequenced on the Illumina platform, 

yielding an average of 5.8 million high-quality reads per sample that align to the C. elegans 

genome. 

Initial examination revealed genomic regions for which small RNA counts were 

substantially increased in the absence of ADAR activity (for example, as shown in Fig. 2). These 

increases were most prominent among small RNAs that were 23–24 nt in length. To identify 

additional regions with these characteristics, we divided the genome into regular segments and 

determined the number of reads aligning to each segment (see Supplementary Methods). We 

normalized for repetitive content by dividing the contribution of each read alignment by the total 

number of genomic positions aligned by the corresponding read. ADAR-deficient strains showed 

a size-specific enrichment for 23-nt–to–24-nt RNAs over many loci throughout the genome 

(Supplementary Fig. 1). 

To generate a provisional list of affected loci, we identified regions that showed extensive 

coverage by 23-nt–to–24-nt RNAs in the adr-1 adr-2 datasets and for which these RNAs were 

enriched over RNAs of other lengths that map to the same loci (Supplementary Fig. 2 and 

Supplementary Methods). Of the regions discovered from adr-1 adr-2 datasets (786 regions 

totaling 505 kilobase (kb)), over 80% showed enrichment of signal levels for small 23-nt–to–24-

nt RNAs relative to wild-type levels. As a control, the same initial discovery procedure was 

applied to wild-type datasets, yielding few equivalent regions (49 regions of, at most, 400 base 

pairs (bp) each, totaling 5 kb, of which none were differentially expressed between datasets). 

We provisionally term these 23-nt–to–24-nt small RNA–enriched regions ‘ADAR-

modulated RNA loci’ (ARLs). The 454 identified ARLs range from 0.1 to 9 kb (Fig. 3a and 

Supplementary Table 2), spanning a total of 407 kb (0.4% of the genome), distributed across all 

C. elegans chromosomes. The majority of defined ARLs were readily detected in both embryonic 

and L4 larval tissue (Fig. 3b). 
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ARLs overlap numerous inverted repeats and transposons 

Genomic annotations of regions overlapped by ARLs were enriched for inverted repeats and 

transposons (Fig. 3c). A total of 375 ARLs (82%) overlapped annotated inverted repeats, whereas 

307 ARLs (67%) overlapped annotated transposons. By contrast, a significantly smaller fraction 

of random fragments of equivalent length to ARLs overlapped annotated inverted repeats (31.2%) 

or annotated transposons (18.5%) (P value < 1 × 10–40, Monte Carlo simulation; Supplementary 

Table 3 and Supplementary Methods). ARLs were further depleted in annotated transcribed 

regions (actual: 29.7%; expected: 60.7%; P< 1 × 10–40), with over 60% of transcript-associated 

ARLs found in introns (Fig. 3d). 

Small RNAs aligning within ARLs represented a substantial fraction of the small RNA 

pool in adr-deficient animals (up to 11.7% of aligned distinct sequences in each sample, in 

contrast to <1.1% from wild-type samples). Although repetitive, copy numbers for ARL regions 

were not extreme, with over 80% of ARL-associated RNAs aligning to four locations or less 

within ARLs (Supplementary Fig. 2b). Most ARLs could thus be classified as ‘low-copy’ 

repetitive. 

Genetic requirements in accumulation of ADAR-modulated small RNAs 

To elucidate important players in the biogenesis of these small RNAs, we examined their 

distribution in populations carrying loss-of-function mutations for rde-1 or rde-4 in addition to 

the adr-1 adr-2 double mutation. Mutants for rde-1 and rde-4 were chosen for this analysis based 

on the availability of viable null mutants that lack a functional RNAi response45,46. We found that 

23-nt–to–24-nt small RNA levels from ARLs were restored to wild-type levels in adr-1 adr-2 

rde-4 animals but not in adr-1 adr-2 rde-1 animals (Fig. 4, Supplementary Fig. 2c and 

Supplementary Methods). These results suggested that the 5’-phosphate ARL–associated small 

RNAs may be analogous to primary short interfering RNAs (siRNAs) generated during RNAi 

responses to exogenous dsRNA triggers47. ARL-associated small RNAs from adr-1 adr-2 rde-1 

animals were at almost twice the level observed in adr-1 adr-2 animals. It is conceivable that in 

the absence of RDE-1, the passenger strand of the siRNA duplex may be retained48, resulting in 

double the available small RNAs over any region. 

Because DICER has the property of cleaving dsRNA into small 21-bp–to–25-bp duplexes 

with characteristic 2-nt 3’ overhangs49,50, we examined alignment offsets for reads mapping to 

ARLs. Characterization of alignment offsets for reads from opposite strands equates to 

calculating the 5’-to-3’ distance over a hypothetical siRNA duplex (Supplementary Methods). 
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For 23-nt–to–24-nt small RNAs, this analysis revealed a set of prominent +2-nt alignment offsets, 

consistent with a 2-nt 3’ end overhang (Supplementary Fig. 3). 

Secondary siRNA generation from transcripts overlapping ARLs 

Although most ARLs overlap transposons or inverted repeat structures, a proportion also overlap 

annotated transcripts. In such cases, ADAR-modulated small RNAs in C. elegans might serve as 

triggers for RNA-directed RNA polymerase (RdRP)-dependent secondary siRNA generation in C. 

elegans, templating off transcripts that overlap these ARLs (for example, as shown in Fig. 5). 

Secondary siRNAs generally contain 5’-triphosphates and 3’-hydroxyl termini51; hence, a 

modified small-RNA cloning protocol was used to capture these substrates in a manner 

independent of the presence of 5’ phosphates44,51. Using this 5’ phosphate–independent cloning 

technique, small RNA libraries were constructed for each sample listed in Supplementary Table 

1 and sequenced to generate an average of 3.7 million aligned reads per library. 

From the 5’ phosphate–independent capture, transcripts overlapping ARLs showed a 

marked upregulation of antisense small RNAs in adr-1 adr-2 animals (Fig. 6a). This enrichment 

was particularly prominent for transcripts that overlap an ARL by a minimum of three 100-bp 

windows. We used this threshold to define an exemplary set of such ARL-affected loci, yielding 

63 transcripts (Supplementary Table 4). These transcripts include a large class of histone genes 

(for example, as shown in Fig. 2) as well as instances of paralogous genes with intergenic 

inverted duplications (for example, as shown in Fig. 5 and Supplementary Fig. 4). The small 

RNA populations generated from these transcripts were mostly 21–22 nt in size and showed 

restriction to the antisense strand, extending along the transcript beyond the region of overlap 

with the ARL. This contrasts with the ADAR-modulated small RNAs seen using the 5’ 

monophosphate–dependent capture, which were enriched in the 23-nt to 24-nt size range and did 

not show strand specificity. The absence of these antisense ARL-associated small RNAs from 5’ 

monophosphate–dependent libraries suggested that their capture is facilitated by 5’phosphatase–

kinase treatment, consistent with the signature 5’-triphosphate termini expected of direct RdRP 

products. 

To determine whether accumulation of this second class of ARL-associated siRNAs 

required RDE-1 and RDE-4, we carried out 5’ phosphate–independent capture on RNA from adr-

1 adr-2 rde-4 and adr-1 adr-2 rde-1 strains at equivalent developmental stages. We focused our 

analysis on transcripts that showed upregulation of antisense siRNAs in adr-1 adr-2 animals to at 

least six-fold of wild-type levels. In both adr-1 adr-2 rde-1 and adr-1 adr-2 rde-4 genetic 
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backgrounds, antisense siRNAs from these transcripts showed a substantial reversion to near 

wild-type levels (Fig. 6b and Supplementary Fig. 5). Hence, it appears that generation of these 

secondary siRNAs is dependent not only on the presence of siRNA duplexes but also on the 

cleavage of these siRNA duplexes from a longer dsRNA, possibly transcribed from the 

overlapping ARLs. 

Examining siRNA counts from 5’ phosphate–independent capture more broadly (for all 

transcripts from transcriptome version WS215), we found that many of the genes with most 

drastic upregulation of secondary siRNAs in editing-deficient animals also overlap ARLs 

(Supplementary Table 4). This suggests a situation in which the most extreme differential 

siRNA responses in editing-deficient animals are cis effects due to secondary siRNA production 

from trigger siRNAs generated by Dicer cleavage of RNA duplexes. 

Do ARL-associated siRNAs induce downregulation of targets? 

The observation that some transcripts overlapping ARLs appear to serve as templates for RdRP 

activity (triggered by ADAR-modulated small RNAs) led us to ask whether this had an effect on 

steady-state mRNA levels of the corresponding transcripts. We examined RNA sequencing 

(RNA-seq) data from adr-1 adr-2 mutant C. elegans animals at the L4 stage and compared the 

expression levels of our candidate transcripts in these samples with those from wild-type animals. 

Two transcripts overlapping ARLs that showed the greatest upregulation of antisense secondary 

siRNAs in adr-1 adr-2 mutant animals also showed a significant (P< 1 × 10–5) decrease in 

captured mRNA counts (Y46D2A.2 and Y46D2A.5, with mRNA decreased on average by 70% 

and 91% of wild-type levels, respectively; Supplementary Table 4). Transcripts that showed less 

substantial increases of secondary siRNA levels (<five-fold relative to wild-type levels) showed 

no evident downregulation at the mRNA level. Downregulation of Y46D2A.2 mRNA levels 

(accompanied by upregulation of antisense secondary siRNAs) was also observed in an adr-2 

mutant background (data not shown). 

Transcripts generated from ARLs show A-to-I editing 

Based on our evidence for engagement of ARLs with the ADAR machinery, it follows that 

transcripts originating from ARLs might be edited in a wild-type background (allowing potential 

capture in RNA-seq libraries). In a separate study (unpublished), we conducted a comprehensive 

survey of A-to-I editing sites by looking for high-frequency A-to-G changes in the transcriptome 

that were recurrent across multiple biological replicates, using aligned 33-base RNA-seq reads. 

We did not find an enrichment of individual specific editing sites for ARLs (data not shown). 
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However, given evidence from in vitro assays that demonstrate that ADARs multiply edit double-

stranded duplexes with high efficiency and low site specificity, we suspected that conventional 

alignment algorithms might fail to properly assign RNA-seq reads from a class of heavily edited 

ADAR targets to the genome. With the aim of capturing this subset of ADAR targets, we took an 

alternative approach of in silico ‘pre-editing’ or ‘collapsing’ all adenosines to guanosines in both 

the RNA-seq dataset and the genome sequence before alignment, in a manner similar to 

alignment techniques used for bisulfite sequencing studies (Methods and refs. 52,53). To 

evaluate all possible editing modalities, we carried out such collapsed comparisons using all 

possible nucleotide pairs: A+G, A+T, A+C, T+G, T+C and G+C. To enrich for multiply edited 

sequences while accounting for sequencing error, we applied this approach using only RNA-seq 

reads that failed to align to the genome with one mismatch or less. Reverting each read to the 

original four-base sequence after alignment to the collapsed genome generates a set of candidate 

editing sites for each modality. To increase the signal for reads that represent frequently edited 

sequences (rather than spurious alignments), we restricted our analysis to reads that: (i) contained 

only one class of mismatch throughout the sequence (for example, A-to-G), (ii) contained at most 

six mismatches in total, (iii) aligned to less than twenty genomic locations and (iv) for which at 

least one of the mismatches along the read was supported by an additional distinct sequence (see 

Supplementary Fig. 6a and Methods for a complete description of the criteria). Using these 

filtered alignments to generate a list of putative editing sites, we observed an enrichment of A-to-

G edits over all other possible edits in the wild-type sample, and over A-to-G edits in the adr-1 

adr-2 sample (Supplementary Fig. 6b). In total, we found ~15,000 putative A-to-G editing sites 

that were present in the wild-type but not the adr-1 adr-2 sample (numbers were equivalent for 

both stages assessed). Of these, ~7,000 (~50%) putative editing sites from each stage fall into a 

total of ~130 ARLs (Supplementary Table 5). These edited ARLs include those that overlap the 

F07B7 histone locus and the downregulated Y46D2A.2 gene locus (Supplementary Figs. 6c and 

d, respectively). Validation of multiple editing was carried out for the F07B7 histone locus using 

PCR with reverse transcriptase (RT-PCR) followed by Sanger sequencing (Supplementary Fig. 

7 and Supplementary Table 6), which also provided a clearer picture of the editing signature 

over single transcripts. The global distribution of A-to-G putative editing sites over genomic 

annotations resembles the distribution shown by ARLs, with the majority of edits overlapping 

either a transposon or an inverted repeat (Fig. 7). This enrichment is not seen for any other class 

of nucleotide change, suggesting that the observations from this technique likely uncover a 

genome-wide population of specific A-to-I editing activity, rather than arising merely from 

spurious alignments. The marked similarity in genomic distributions of putative A-to-G editing 
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loci (detected using the mRNA sequence) and the ARLs (detected using the small RNA 

sequence), in addition to the substantial overlap between the two datasets, suggest that these two 

sets of loci may be common targets of ADAR, as part of the same pathway. 

Single gene effects of adr isoforms on ADAR-modulated small RNAs 

To assess the relative contributions of the individual adr isoforms to the observed molecular 

phenotype, we repeated our analysis of ARL-associated small RNAs on samples from animals 

with single mutations in adr-1 and adr-2 (Supplementary Fig. 2d). The adr-2 mutants showed 

slightly greater upregulation of small RNAs from regions with ARL-associated RNAs than did 

adr-1 mutants, with the adr-1 adr-2 double mutant showing the most extreme molecular 

phenotype from ARLs defined either from this set (Supplementary Methods) or from the adr-1 

or adr-2 data alone (data not shown). Secondary siRNAs originating from transcripts overlapping 

ARLs also showed greater accumulation in adr-2 mutants than in adr-1 mutants (Supplementary 

Table 4). The observation that adr-2 leads to stronger mutant effects than adr-1 corroborates with 

previous phenotypic characterizations of the C. elegans adr mutants, with the chemotaxis defect 

being most extreme in the double mutant but being more evident in adr-2 single mutants than in 

adr-1 single mutants33. 

DISCUSSION 
In this study, we describe a set of loci throughout the C. elegans genome from which RNA 

transcripts are extensively edited in wild-type genetic backgrounds and which serve as origins of 

abundant small RNAs in the absence of ADAR activity. ADAR-modulated primary siRNAs are 

distinctive, containing: (i) enrichment of small RNAs that are 23-nt to 24-nt long, (ii) 5’-

monophosphate and 3’-hydroxyl termini, (iii) a dependence on RNAi factor RDE-4 but not on the 

RNAi argonaute RDE-1, (iv) an alignment offset indicative of a 2-nt 3’ overhang, (v) a 

distributed coverage over ARLs and (vi) an extensive overlap with a diverse set of low-to-

moderate copy number inverted repeats. Such molecular characteristics suggest that these small 

RNAs are probably generated by the RNAi machinery from double-stranded RNAs formed from 

large inverted repeat structures in the genome. 

In C. elegans, the robustness of RNAi is attributed to the production of secondary 

siRNAs, which are templated from the target transcript and generated by RdRPs51,54,55. We 

observed such a population of putative secondary siRNAs with the expected characteristics for 

5’-triphosphate structure, position relative to ARLs, antisense orientation to transcripts, length 

enrichment for 21-nt–to–22-nt RNAs  and dependence on both RDE-1 and RDE-4. Transcribed 
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regions overlapping ADAR-modulated loci showed dramatic upregulation of secondary siRNAs, 

suggesting an effective engagement of the RNAi machinery that arises as a consequence of the 

production of a population of primary siRNAs in the absence of ADAR activity. Furthermore, the 

transcripts showing the most extreme upregulation of secondary siRNAs in adr-1 adr-2 animals 

were also significantly (P< 1 × 10–5) downregulated at the steady-state mRNA level. Other 

transcripts with more moderate upregulation of siRNA populations showed only modest 

differences in levels of steady-state mRNA. These limited effects could reflect a steep dose 

response between siRNA levels and mRNA downregulation; alternatively, homeostatic 

mechanisms (for example, feedback regulation for histone mRNA levels) may act to compensate 

for any siRNA-induced downregulation. 

Among the potential targets defined in this study, it is conceivable that one or more 

transcripts participate in determining the chemotactic behavior of animals, which is deviant in adr 

mutant animals and restored upon loss of RNAi activity36. Although such effects could 

conceivably reflect a single definitive misregulated target, no clear candidate emerges from a 

comparison of our lists with previous genetic analyses. As one possibility, the chemotactic 

behaviors in adr mutants could involve partial (or local) perturbation of function for one or more 

genes with broader roles in the organism; alternatively, other spheres of RNA metabolism in 

which RNAi and ADAR might compete could contribute. 

The marked changes in the small RNA pool in ADAR-deficient animals provide an 

explicit view of the role of ADAR and the molecular consequences of A-to-I editing on a set of 

targets in vivo. Previously, assignments of functional ADAR targets have largely been based on 

detection of single nucleotide A-to-G changes in the cDNA. Extrapolations of functional and 

phenotypic implications from single nucleotide changes in noncoding regions have been difficult 

to make. In particular, because ADARs often lack sequence specificity and edit the dsRNA 

duplex in a largely promiscuous fashion, the levels of editing over many detected target sites may 

not recur across samples or result in downstream functional consequences. Analysis of small 

RNA pools appearing in ADAR mutant backgrounds provide an alternative approach to genome-

wide identification of a set of ADAR targets, complementing traditional methods of looking for 

A-to-I changes on stable transcripts. By identifying loci that serve as sources of siRNA 

production in the absence of ADAR, we have uncovered a large set of ADAR targets at regions 

that are not necessarily highly represented in the mRNA pool. This signal is substantial in C. 

elegans (though it may occur to different extents in other organisms), with ARL-derived RNAs 
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from <0.5% of the genome accounting for a substantial fraction (>10%) of all captured small 

RNAs in ADAR mutants. 

In a complementary approach for detection of genome-wide ADAR targets using high-

throughput mRNA-sequencing data, we applied a modified alignment technique that definitively 

identifies highly edited RNA segments. This analysis provided evidence for frequent A-to-I 

editing in mRNA originating from a large fraction of ARLs, suggesting that the two approaches 

we utilize here reveal a set of loci that are part of the same class of ADAR targets. Enrichment of 

these edits for intergenic regions with low mRNA coverage further suggests that ADARs act 

upon a population of targets that may be elusive to traditional methods of A-to-I editing target 

discovery. 

The boundaries for our list of ARLs do not seem to correlate with annotated boundaries 

of coding regions. Although many ARLs are located near annotated genes, RNA-seq results also 

do not provide convincing evidence of co-transcription of ARLs with adjacent transcripts. It is 

possible that transcripts originating from ARLs may be transcribed independently of neighboring 

transcripts. This would be consistent with a set of ADAR-engaging transcripts with a high rate of 

turnover or low levels of transcription, which are attributes that would allow potential regulatory 

roles and perhaps preclude their detection using traditional methods of capture. Collectively, the 

results presented here support a model in which an extensive family of endogenous double-

stranded RNA duplexes formed from transcription over a series of low-to-moderate copy inverted 

repeat regions are efficiently edited by ADAR and unwound, sequestered, specifically degraded 

or directed down another salvage pathway before they can trigger RNAi. Taking into 

consideration emerging evidence in C. elegans and in mammals, we favor the idea that one main 

contribution of ADARs to evolutionary fitness may be to regulate accumulation of dsRNA from 

basally transcribed (and possibly nonfunctional) regions throughout the genome in order to limit 

engagement by other dsRNA pathways in the cell. 
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METHODS 
RNA extraction and library preparation. Animals were staged and frozen as described in 

Supplementary Methods. Frozen worm pellets were ground to powder using a mortar and pestle, 

keeping the powder frozen using liquid nitrogen. Small RNAs were captured and prepared into 

sequencing libraries as described previously44. Briefly, total small RNA populations were isolated 

using the mirVana miRNA Isolation Kit (Ambion), and the large RNA population was saved for 

mRNA library construction. Total small RNAs were ligated to an adenylated 3’ DNA linker (IDT 

linker-1), and linkered RNA-DNA duplexes were run on a 12% acrylamide gel alongside RNA-

DNA hybrid marker oligonucleotides for excision of insert sizes between 19 nt and 27 nt. Ligated 

samples were cut around the marker bands and eluted overnight by diffusion into 0.3M NaCl. For 

the 5’ monophosphate–dependent capture protocol, 5’ barcoded linkers were ligated directly to 

samples following elution from gel. For the 5’ monophosphate–independent capture protocol, 

eluted samples were treated with Antarctic phosphatase (New England Biolabs) followed by T4 

polynucleotide kinase (New England Biolabs) before ligation to 5’ barcoded linkers using T4 

RNA Ligase 1 (New England Biolabs). Ligated samples were then reverse transcribed and 

amplified using PCR primers containing sequences of Illumina sequencing primers. 

The large RNA fractions from the miRVana extractions were used to generate mRNA 

libraries as described57. In brief, mRNAs were poly(A)-selected using the Poly(A)Purist mRNA 

purification kit (Ambion) and alkali-fragmented using RNA fragmentation reagents (Ambion). 

Fragmented RNAs were treated with T4 polynucleotide kinase and ATP to generate uniform 

fragments, and ATP was cleaned up using an Illustra MicroSpin G-25 column (GE Healthcare). 

Purified RNAs were ligated to a 3’ adaptor (IDT linker-1) and purified on a 6% acrylamide gel 

for excision between 125 bp and 200 bp. RNA was eluted from gel fragments and ligated to a 5’ 

adaptor with a 3-nt barcode. Ligated samples were reverse transcribed and amplified using PCR 

primers containing sequences of Illumina sequencing primers. 

Sequence processing and alignment. We combined barcoded small RNA libraries for 

sequencing on the Illumina platform, yielding 5–10 million reads per sample. Reads obtained 

from the Illumina sequencing platform after quality filtering were trimmed of corresponding 4-nt 

5’ barcodes and 3’ linkers, discarding any sequences that lacked an exact match to the 4-nt 5’ 

barcode. We further discarded reads that contained at least one base call with a Phred32 quality 

score of less than 30 (equivalent to 1 in 1000 error rate58). We took these post-filter, post-

processed small RNA sequences from the 5’-dependent libraries and aligned them to the C. 

elegans genome with WormBase, release WS215 (http://www.wormbase.org), using Bowtie 
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(http://bowtie-bio.sourceforge.net/index.shtml), version 0.12.5, with arguments ‘-v 1 -a–best–

strata’, allowing at most one mismatch per read, and we took all reads that were determined to be 

the best alignments. 

Alignment visualization. Sequence read alignments were converted to track representation (bed 

format) for the UCSC Genome Browser56. Because the UCSC Genome Browser only supports up 

to version WS190, all sequence alignments as described above were repeated using WS190 as the 

reference genome. Genomic alignments for each sample were tallied (one count for each 

alignment) and normalized as number of alignments per five million read sequences aligned. One 

colored box was drawn for every ten normalized alignment counts; positions with less than one 

alignment count after normalization were not counted. For example, a position with 43 

alignments of a 23-nt sequence would have five blue boxes drawn stacked at that position. 

Detection of frequent mRNA editing events from short-read RNA-seq sequences. Illumina 

reads passing quality filter criteria as described above were aligned to the C. elegans genome 

using Bowtie, allowing £1 mismatch in the read (which should capture most reads with 

sequencing error and reads with infrequent editing). Reads that remained unaligned from this 

procedure were ‘collapsed’ to a three-base code for a given pair of bases (for example, A and G). 

Reads containing polynucleotide runs of 15 or more of any base in the resulting sequence after 

the three-base conversion were discarded. The same conversion was made to the C. elegans 

genomic sequence, resulting in a three-base genome. The converted three-base read sequences 

were aligned to the corresponding three-base genomic sequence, requiring perfect alignments 

(bowtie arguments ‘-v 0 -a–best –strata’). Aligned reads were reverted to original four-base 

sequences and compared to the original four-base genome, and alignments with greater than six 

mismatches were discarded. All reads that aligned to the genome in more than 20 distinct 

locations were also discarded. To increase signal for frequent editing generated by one type of 

enzymatic activity (in other words, frequent A-to-I editing by ADAR), we further discarded all 

reads that contained mismatches in more than one direction (for example, A-to-G and G-to-A). 

The same procedure was repeated for all six possible nucleotide pairs (A+G, A+T, A+C, T+G, 

T+C and G+C), generating statistics for twelve different editing events. For each read, the 

alignments were filtered to include only those that aligned with the least number of mismatches 

among all possible collapsed three-base schemas. To decrease the likelihood that the sequence 

alignments would be a result of low-complexity regions or short regions of sequence similarity to 

another transcript, we restricted our analysis to only those sequence alignments for which at least 
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one edit predicted by the sequence was supported by another distinct read sequence (see 

Supplementary Fig. 6a). 

The mismatches in the resulting sequence alignments that remained after the above 

filtering procedures yielded a list of predicted mRNA nucleotide changes from each sample 

analyzed. Sites with more than one type of editing predicted were discarded. Finally, candidate 

nucleotide changes were considered putative editing sites if the putative edited sequence was 

absent in adr-1 adr-2 animals. 

To visualize the genomic alignment of the RNA-seq data in conjunction with the putative 

edits predicted above, we combined alignment files from the initial four-base alignment (allowing 

for up to one mismatch) with those from the three-base alignment (best alignment of all three-

base schemas). We loaded the collated alignment file into Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV)59 

for alignment visualization. 
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FIGURES 
FIGURE	  1	  

 

Figure 1  Diverse consequences of dsRNA formation. Figure shows an arbitrary dsRNA (or 

hairpin) with a number of possible downstream processes. Left, RNA interference. (1) In the 

current model of RNAi, RDE-4 is involved in the recruitment of DCR-1 following recognition of 

a double-stranded RNAi trigger, resulting in its cleavage. (2) siRNA duplexes produced by Dicer 

have a characteristic structure with 5’-monophosphate, 3’-hydroxyl RNA termini for each strand 

and a 2-nt 3’ overhang in the duplex. (3) These cleaved duplexes subsequently program the 

Argonaute factor RDE-1 to recognize cognate mRNAs. (4) Following RDE-1 interaction, target 

mRNAs serve as templates for the transcription of a pool of ‘secondary’ siRNAs (short antisense 

transcripts templated from targeted mRNAs that carry a 5’-triphosphate (ppp 5’ terminus). 

Secondary siRNAs (magenta) are produced by one of two cellular RdRP enzymes: rrf-1 (somatic 

tissue) and ego-1 (germline). The RNAi process results in efficient and rapid loss of the pool of 

cognate mRNAs. (5) ADARs also target double-stranded RNA in vivo, converting a subset of 

adenines to inosine by deamination and resulting in the unwinding of the dsRNA or in other 

potential consequences, including alterations in mRNA stability, localization, translation and 

engagement in other RNA-based machineries such as RNAi42,43.  Genetic evidence in C. elegans 

suggests that ADAR and RNAi pathways compete for a population of substrates36. 
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FIGURE	  2	  

 

Figure 2  Small RNA accumulation at the F07B7 histone locus in the absence of ADAR activity. 

An exemplary region spanning 2.6 kb (overlapping the F07B7.10 and F07B7.4 regions of C. 

elegans chromosome V) is shown. (a) Identified coding regions and conservation are 

diagrammed as University of California Santa Cruz (UCSC) Genome Browser tracks (C. elegans 

genome version WS190)56. F07B7.10 encodes an H2A histone and F07B7.4 encodes an H2B 

histone. Direction of transcription is depicted by arrows. (b,c) Small RNAs mapping to this 

region from N2 (b) and adr-1 adr-2 animals (c). Each colored rectangle represents up to ten 
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instances of a distinct small RNA sequence per five million sequenced small RNAs. Small RNAs 

aligning to the (+) strand are drawn above the line, and those aligning to the (-) strand are drawn 

below the line. Overall numbers of aligned reads for the wild-type and adr mutant datasets in this 

example were 9.2 million and 10.1 million, respectively, (Supplementary Table 1) with 

comparable representation of miRNAs, 21U RNAs (a class of 21-nt RNAs that begin with uridine) 

and endogenous siRNAs in the two samples. Additional examples of small RNA coverage are 

shown in Supplementary Figure 4. Colors indicate sizes (as on figure legend): yellow,19 nt; 

orange, 20 nt; red, 21 nt; magenta, 22 nt; blue, 23 nt; cyan, 24 nt; green, 26 nt; and gray, all other 

lengths. 
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FIGURE	  3	  

Figure 3  

Characteristics of 

ADAR-modulated 

RNA loci.  (a) 

Histogram showing 

the distribution of 

sizes of ARLs. ARLs 

ranging from 100 bp 

to 9 kb were detected. 

(b) Venn diagram 

showing overlap 

between ARLs 

detected at embryo 

and L4 stages, based 

on small RNA 

enrichment (P< 0.05) 

of adr-1 adr-2 animals 

over wild-type levels 

at embryo and L4 

larval stages, 

respectively. Most 

ARLs are represented 

at both stages. (c,d) 

Overlap between 

ARLs and genomic 

repeats and features. 

(c) As shown, 82% of detected ARLs overlap annotated inverted repeats, whereas 67% overlap 

transposons. Fewer ARLs (18) overlap transcripts alone. A few ARLs (23) do not overlap any 

annotation assayed. (d) Partitioning of ARL annotations among annotated transcripts. Each ARL 

is divided into 100-bp segments, which are then indexed to the annotated genome56. Overlaps 

with 5’ UTR, coding, 3’ UTR, introns, miRNA and pseudogenes are then tallied, with segments 

overlapping two or more different annotation categories being split between the relevant classes. 
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FIGURE	  4	  

Figure 4  Dependence of ARL 

small RNAs on the RNAi 

machinery. Distribution of 

small RNA abundances (23–24 

nt in length only) for all 100-bp 

windows contained in ARLs. 

Small RNA values are shown 

as counts per million total reads 

aligned. Counts for each small 

RNA alignment were 

normalized to the total number 

of distinct genomic alignments 

of the associated sequence read. 

(a–d) Distribution of small 

RNA counts over ARLs was 

calculated for each of  the N2 

(blue) (a), adr-1 adr-2 (red) (b), 

adr-1 adr-2 rde-4 (purple) (c) 

and adr-1 adr-2 rde-1 (orange) 

(d) animals. Graphs in this 

figure aggregate L4 and 

embryo data (individual 

distributions for L4 and embryo 

comparisons show a 

comparable difference; data not 

shown). Regions with high 

small RNA counts in wild-type animals also have comparable levels in adr-1 adr-2 animals, as is 

evident when small RNA abundances for each 100-bp region are normalized to wild-type levels 

(Supplementary Fig. 2c). 
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FIGURE 5

 

Figure 5  A substantial class of additional ARL-associated siRNAs are evident in 5’ phosphate–

independent capture and sequencing. (a) UCSC Genome Browser map (C. elegans genome 

version WS190) showing an ARL in the intergenic region between genes F39E9.1 (split into 
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F39E9.1 and F39E9.22 in WS215) and Y46D2A.2 (split into Y46D2A.2 and Y46D2A.5 in 

WS215), overlapping the last exon of both genes. Direction of transcription is depicted by arrows. 

(b) Populations of 5’ phosphorylated small RNAs. A substantial increase in small RNA 

accumulation in adr-1 adr-2 animals over wild-type levels can be seen at both the embryo and L4 

stages. (c) Populations of small RNAs that have been exposed at the 5’ end by sequential 

treatment with alkaline phosphatase followed by polynucleotide kinase. Small RNAs accumulate 

(with size preference for 21–22 nt and a distinct strand preference) in adr-1 adr-2 animals over 

wild-type levels at both transcribed loci overlapping the ARL. 
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FIGURE 6 

 

Figure 6  Accumulation of a second population of siRNAs in cis to ARLs (a) Genome-wide 

characterization of antisense siRNAs isolated using a 5’ phosphate–independent capture protocol. 

Secondary siRNAs (antisense, 20–23 nt) were tallied over each transcript. Transcripts 

overlapping ARLs are colored in dark red, orange and yellow, according to the size of the total 

overlap (one, two, or three or more 100-bp segments, respectively). Genes that overlapped ARLs 

by at least three 100-bp segments and that showed a minimum six-fold increase of secondary 

siRNAs in adr-1 adr-2 samples were deemed ‘ARL-affected transcripts’ and were considered as 

potential beneficiaries of ADAR-RNAi competition (without ADAR, they would be subject to 

populations of siRNAs produced by the RNAi machinery). (b) Effects of RNAi mutants on the 

secondary siRNA levels of ARL-affected transcripts. Antisense siRNA counts for ARL-affected 

transcripts were normalized to their respective wild-type levels. The top row (blue) denotes a 

separate biological preparation of wild-type animals at an earlier L4 stage (2 h earlier at 20 °C). 

Secondary siRNA levels return to wild-type levels in adr-1 adr-2 rde-4 and adr-1 adr-2 rde-1 

triple mutants. Gene-by-gene comparisons of expression-changes between different mutant 

backgrounds are depicted in Supplementary Fig. 5. 
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FIGURE 7 

Figure 7  A-to-G 

changes in mRNA 

show unique 

enrichment for 

ARL, inverted 

repeat and 

transposon regions. 

Nucleotide 

changes were 

assayed using 

RNA-seq data 

from both wild-

type and adr-1 

adr-2 animals, 

using a stringent 

set of criteria for 

candidate editing 

sites. Sites that matched these criteria and that were absent in the adr-1 adr-2 sample were 

reported as putative ADAR editing events. In addition to the RNA-seq analysis of embryo and L4 

animals described herein, a wild-type RNA-seq dataset from L4 larvae prepared in an 

independent study57 was used as a replicate. (a–d) Distribution of genomic annotations for each 

class of editing event reveal enriched A-to-G edits. Edits are enriched for ADAR-modulated RNA 

loci as defined from small RNA sequences (a), transposon regions (b) and regions with inverted 

repeat structure (c) but not for annotated transcribed regions (d). Dotted lines indicate the fraction 

of editing events expected to overlap each annotation based on a random distribution across the 

genome (calculated using a Monte Carlo simulation as described in Methods). Error bars denote 

one s.d. (three samples). No other class of editing events detected show similar enrichment 

patterns. Within ARLs, the distribution of annotations overlapped by A-to-G editing sites is 

consistent: 89% of edits occur in transposon regions and 78% occur in inverted repeats (data not 

shown). Note that the distributions over separate annotations are not mutually exclusive (in other 

words, an editing site may overlap both a transposon and an inverted repeat). 
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SUPPLEMENTARY METHODS 
C. elegans strains 

The following strains were used in this study: N2 ‘Bristol’ wild type 62, BB2:adr-1(gv6), BB3: 

adr-2(gv42), BB4: adr-1(gv6);adr-2(gv42), TM668: adr-1(tm668); RB886: adr-2(ok735), adr-

1(gv6);adr-2(gv42); rde-4(ne299), and adr-1(gv6);adr-2(gv42);rde-1(ne219). All strains were 

grown on OP50 on enriched agar plates. 

Sample Preparation 

L4 stage animals were harvested as synchronized populations during early vulva development. 

Synchronization was performed as follows (i) sodium hypochlorite treatment to remove all stages 

except the embryos, (ii) allowing embryos to hatch at 20⁰C on agar plates containing no bacteria (24 

hrs) (iii) growth on enriched agar plates with OP50 (ref. 62) for 40 h at 20⁰C. Animals were then 

washed, centrifuged, and pellets were frozen in EN50 (100mM NaCl, 0.25M EDTA) using liquid 

nitrogen. Embryos were harvested using the same sodium hypochlorite treatment used for staging, 

followed immediately by washing and freezing in liquid nitrogen. 

ARL detection and assessment of ARL-associated siRNA expression  

We divided the C. elegans genome into regions of set size (100bp) and counted the number of 

reads that map to each region (Supplementary Fig. 1). We identified regions that satisfied the 

following criteria as exemplary cases of ARL-associated siRNA enrichment for further analysis: a) 

at least 60% of the region is covered by reads sized 23–24nt, b) reads of length 23–24nt make up 

at least 60% of reads of all lengths mapping in the region, and c) there are at least 10 unique reads 

of length 23–24nt in the region. After identifying regions that satisfy the above criteria 

(Supplementary Fig. 2a), we then tried to extend these regions in both directions in 100bp 

intervals, requiring extended regions to satisfy the following criteria: 1) at least 25% of the region 

is covered by reads sized 23–24nt, 2) reads of length 23–24nt make up at least 60% of reads of all 

lengths mapping in the region, and 3) there are at least 3 unique reads of length 23–24nt in the 

region. Extension of regions ceases when a candidate extension region fails to satisfy the above 

criteria, and the end coordinates of the extended regions were recorded.  

To quantify the number of small RNAs mapping to ARLs for each sample, we divided all ARLs 

into segments of 100bp. For each segment, we counted the number of 23–24nt reads mapping to 

that segment, normalized to the total number of reads aligned to the genome. We further 

normalized the count contribution for each read to the number of total positions that read aligned 
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to. This normalization step corrects for any amplification of signals due to repeated mappings to 

repeat regions in the genome, such that the sum of aligned read counts for all reads aligning to the 

genome is equal to the number of sequenced reads. 

To generate a final list of ARL loci, we repeated the discovery algorithm with window size set to 

200bp, and merged the resulting regions discovered using the two window sizes (100bp and 

200bp). Significant regions detected from both embryo and L4 larval stages were further merged 

into one candidate ARL list. Candidate ARLs were filtered for false positives by removing 

regions that do not show enrichment (p<0.05) for counts of 23–24nt small RNAs in adr-1;adr-2 

samples over that of wild-type. 

To ensure that the enrichment for small RNAs over ARLs in adr-deficient samples was not due to 

an artificial depletion of small RNAs over ARLs in wild-type samples as a result of the 

assumptions used for alignment, we examined the pool of unaligned reads for edited small RNAs. 

We employed the approach of “pre-editing” all adenosines over ARLs in silico (similar to that 

performed on mRNAs; see “mRNA editing detection” in Methods), and asked if such pre-editing 

restores alignment to large numbers of small RNAs. Using this approach, we recovered very few 

additional alignments within ARLs (<0.1% of aligned unique sequences). 

Normalization Procedures 

Since the editing-deficient animals exhibit a drastic change in the small RNA population and 

misregulation of many loci, we employed the scaling normalization method as described by 

Robinson and Oshlack61. 

Statistical Tests for Significance of RNA enrichment 

Enrichment of ADAR-affected RNAs over ARLs (23–24nt RNAs from 5′ monophosphate 

dependent capture) 

To test for differential expression between two genes or genomic loci in our datasets, we first 

normalized the data as described above. After normalizing all read counts to reads per 10 million 

reads, we applied Laplacian smoothing by adding 1 to all read counts. We used Fisher’s Exact 

Test and the DEGSeq package63 in R64 (version 2.12.0) to determine p-values for siRNA 

enrichments using the variation calculated from the population of transcripts with similar 

expression levels. 

For detection of ARLs, we performed FET on all ARLs and removed those that were not 
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significantly upregulated. For any loci in a given sample, we compared its expression in that 

sample set with each of the wild-type samples at the equivalent stage, and required that it be 

significantly upregulated in each case. We used a total of 6 wild-type sample controls for the L4 

stage (Supplementary Table 1, samples #3–7,53), and 4 wild-type controls at the embryo stage 

(Supplementary Table 1, samples #1–2,51–52), for detection of upregulation at the respective 

stages. This stringent requirement is directed toward ensuring that the small RNA signals we are 

detecting are not the result of variations in staging, growth conditions, or genetic factors that 

might affect development. 

Enrichment of siRNAs Originating From Annotated Transcripts (21–22 nt RNAs from 5′ 

independent capture, antisense to transcripts) 

To test for differential incidence in 5′ independent libraries, we employed the same normalization 

method and statistical package, with the exception of using 5 counts for the Laplacian smoothing 

parameter for the counts of siRNAs antisense to transcripts (per 5 million read aligned). 

Enrichment of mRNA levels 

For comparisons of mRNA transcript levels, we used Laplacian smoothing parameter of 1 for 

mRNA counts per 10 million reads aligned. As controls, we used wild-type animals at equivalent 

stages (L4 and embryo), in addition to a previously published56 wild-type sample at L4 stage 

(grown at 16°C for 63 h after hatching) 

Genome Annotations 

To annotate genomic regions containing inverted repeats, we used previously submitted 

annotations downloaded from WormBase (version WS215), which includes predicted long 

inverted repeats spanning <2 kb and with >85% homology between the repeats65. To annotate 

transcribed regions on the genome, we used the cDNA annotation coordinates as downloaded 

from WormBase (version WS215). To annotate transposons, we used the “Repeat Masker” track 

as downloaded from the UCSC Genome Browser59 We considered “transposons” as any 

annotated repeat in this library; unannotated DNA segments were not recorded as transposons. 

Since the UCSC Genome browser only hosts the C. elegans genome annotation up to version 

WS190, we converted these coordinates to those corresponding to version WS215 using a in-

house software. 

Calculation of annotation enrichment using Monte Carlo simulation 
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Enrichment statistics for annotations overlapped by ARLs were determined by simulating ARLs 

with identical size distribution as those detected in this paper. ARLs were given equal likelihood 

of falling anywhere in the genome, and statistics for overlap annotations were calculated over 

1000 simulations.  

Start-to-Start Positional Correlation Analysis for siRNAs on different strands 

To determine if transient signals for 2 nt 3′ overhangs are present in small RNAs aligning to 

ARLs, we conducted a start-to-start positional correlation analysis for all siRNAs aligning to 

ARLs. We calculated frequencies of the distances between all pairs of ARL-aligning siRNAs on 

opposite strands as follows: 

1. Separate siRNAs mapping in ARL region into two pools, those mapping to the Watson 

strand (pool W) and those mapping to the Crick strand (pool C). 

2. Record start positions for all reads in each pool. The start position is annotated as the 

genomic coordinate of the start of the alignment, relative to the Watson strand of the reference 

genome. 

3. For every possible pair of reads where one is from pool W and one is from pool C, find 

the distance between the start position of the read from pool W to that of the read from pool C. 

4. Add one count for the relative distance calculated 

5. Aggregate counts for all ARL-aligning read-pairs at each relative distance 

To control for bias caused by specific highly abundant read-pairs, we conducted the following 

normalization procedures: 

1. Normalize all read-pair counts to the number of positions it aligns to (i.e. a read pair that 

aligns to 5 other positions is counted 0.2 times at each position) 

2. Take the cube root of all distance counts 

3. Restrict the maximum value of each relative distance at each position to 100 (i.e. a highly 

abundant sequence-pair at a particular position on the chromosome gets a maximum value of 

1001/3 = 4.64 

 

Validation of mRNA editing using Sanger Sequencing 

We treated total mRNA (large RNA fraction from RNA extraction using the miRVana kit) with 

DNase I and generated cDNA using random hexamers. We designed primers targeting regions of 

up to 800bps within the exemplary ARL depicted in Figure 2. In particular, the following set of 

primers were used: 
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Prime
r Set 

Forward primer Reverse primer 
Product 
size (bp) 

1 GGTTCT(A/G)CTGTCCTC(A/G)CTG CACAACCACCCCCACCCACA 734 

2 TGTGGGTGGGGGTGGTTGTG CCAAAGAAGAC(T/C)GGAGGAG
ACAAGG 

507 

3 CCTTGTCTCCTCC(A/G)GTCTTCTTT
GG 

CCAAGACCGGAGGAAAAGCC 351 

4 TTCTGGTCTTCTTGTTGTC CGG(T/C)GGGAAGGAGGAGCC 457 

5 GGCTCCTCCTTCCC(A/G)CCG 
GGAAGAA(T/C)CAAACGGACGG
CAG 393 

6 GCCGTTGGGTTCGGTG(A/G)TTTGC
TTTC 

GGAGCAAAGAAAGCCGCCAAG
ACCG 387 

7 CGGTCTTGGCGGCTTTCTTTGCTCC C(T/C)CAAGAACAGCAGCCAGG
(T/C)AAAC 519 

8 CGCTGCTG(A/G)GGTTCTCG(A/G)G
TTGGCTGG 

GAGAGAAC(T/C)CCAACAAGGC
G 575 

9 CGCCTTGTTGG(A/G)GTTCTCTC GAGAAAGAAAGAAAA(T/C)GCA 425 

10 C(A/G)TTTGTCGTTTGGTCTGT 
ACAGACA(T/C)ACCAGCAGA(T/
C)GG 356 

Semi-degenerate primers (indicated in brackets) were created for those that contained an “A” in 

the primer sequence, to allow for capture of transcripts that might be edited at that location. 

Primer pairs 1 to 5 were designed for capture of possibly edited transcripts in the Watson 

direction; primers 6 to 10 were designed for capture of possibly edited transcripts in the Crick 

direction. If transcripts are not edited in the primer regions, the primer pair would allow for 

capture of transcripts originating from both directions. 

Of those pairs that generated a PCR product of the expected size, we cut the corresponding band 

out of the gel and isolated the DNA using the QIAquick Gel Extraction kit (QIAGEN). We 

cloned the PCR fragments and sequenced individual clones using Sanger sequencing. For each 

primer pair, we sequenced between 12 and 36 clones in order to assess the complexity of the 

editing pool. Sequences were aligned to the genome using BLAT and only those sequences 

aligning with highest similarity to the target region were considered “edited” transcripts 

originating from that region.  

Figures were generated using R64, Adobe Photoshop and Adobe Illustrator, and Microsoft Excel  
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CHAPTER II: 

A time-course analysis of RNA dynamics in heat shock response and 

recovery 

INTRODUCTION 

The cellular response to heat shock is one of the most dramatic and conserved responses 

to environmental perturbation. Exposure to an elevated temperature induces the rapid production 

of a family of heat shock proteins, which serve as chaperones for unfolded proteins that result 

from the cellular stress. During the course of heat shock, translation of other non-heat-shock 

associated transcripts is often drastically reduced. Upon removal from heat, production of heat 

shock proteins quickly cease and are degraded often via an auto-regulated mechanism5as the cell 

undergoes programs to restore its original state. Although regulation of canonical heat shock 

genes during heat exposure is mediated largely at the translational level6, a recent characterization 

of stress responses in the fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces pombe observed that for most genes, 

the regulation of transcript levels and translational efficiency during stress is generally 

concordant7.  

In the nematode C. elegans, a brief non-lethal dose of heat exposure is correlated with the 

acquisition of a number of long-lasting phenotypic effects, including thermotolerance, lifespan 

regulation, and developmental perturbation. Specifically, exposing nematodes to a mild elevated 

nonlethal temperature in a process termed hormesis leads to an extension of lifespan and a higher 

tolerance to subsequent lethal dosage of heat, with repeated exposures leading to an additive 

effect8.Although much of the literature has focused on the molecular mechanism of lifespan 

extension due to hormesis, the genetic pathways regulating the two phenotypes of lifespan and 

thermotolerance might be overlapping but distinct. Mutations in daf-16, daf-18, daf-12 disrupt 

hormetically induced lifespan but only daf-18 is required for thermotolerance; mutations in daf-3, 

daf-5, and age-1 do not block thermotolerance9. Mutations of many genes in worms (e.g. spe-10 

and age-1), also increase heat resistance and extend lifespan and results in an elevated expression 

of heat shock protein. 

One simple explanation for the phenomenon of hormesis may be that heat shock induces 

transcriptional and translational products, which in turn trigger molecular programs that confer 

protection from future environmental and cellular stresses. In this case, identification of the 

products induced by heat shock will provide us with candidates with which we can begin to 
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decipher the molecular mechanism leading to hormesis. Support for this hypothesis comes from 

the striking efficacy of using HSP16.2 expression as a predictor for longevity10. Alternatively, it 

is also possible that the regulatory programs driving recovery from cellular stress might be more 

important to conferring heat shock resistance and hormetic effects than that of the response to 

heat shock itself. That is, the long-term phenotypic effects of heat shock might be dependent upon 

specific proteins expressed upon removal from heat shock and as part of latent and sustained 

responses triggered hours after recovery11. Consequently, we have directed our focus on both the 

heat shock induction and recovery response with equal emphasis, with particular attention to 

players which might have a role in setting up a latent or persistent response during recovery, and 

which might lead to the phenomenon of thermotolerance in C. elegans.  

In C elegans, an important player in the regulation of transcript levels is the RNAi pathway, 

which can be roughly classified into two responses: the exogenous and the endogenous responses. 

In the exogenous dsRNA response pathway, introduction of double-stranded RNAs into the cell 

triggers cleavage of the double-stranded RNAs into 20-23nt dsRNA duplexes. These duplexes are 

unwound and hybridized to sequence complementary mRNA and lead to the dramatic down-

regulation of these targets1. In the absence of exogenously introduced dsRNAs, a large population 

of naturally occurring small RNAs with sequence complementarities to host transcripts have been 

found in organisms ranging from fission yeast, mice, maize, and nematodes12,4. 

Although the mechanism of endogenous small RNA generation is more elusive than that of the 

exogenous dsRNA response, it shares many of the same players as those involved in exogenous 

RNAi. Deletion of these players leads to dramatic losses of endogenous siRNAs and upregulation 

of the mRNAs with which they share sequence complementarities13141516. Small RNAs with 

sequence complementarities to target transcripts act to down-regulate transcript levels, possibly 

by inhibiting elongation by RNA polymerase II17, leading to their nomenclature as “endogenous 

small interfering RNAs”, or endo siRNAs. Endogenous siRNAs have also been implicated in 

having a role in directing chromatin modification: deletion of ERI-1, a factor in the RNAi 

pathway, leads to loss of a large class of endo-siRNAs in conjunction with depletion of histone 3 

lysine 9 modification at the genomic regions exhibiting sequence complementarities to these 

endo-siRNAs1819.  

Despite the proposed importance of endo siRNAs in regulation of transcriptional response, there 

is currently scant evidence supporting the relationship between mRNA transcript levels and that 

of sequence complementary antisense siRNAs in a natural wild-type background (and without 
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introduction of exogenous molecules). We have profiled small RNA populations from dozens of 

samples to date and have failed to find a general correlation between small RNA levels and 

mRNA levels (data not shown). This conundrum led us to hypothesize that perhaps the change in 

expression of endo-siRNA has a greater impact on mRNA regulation than does the absolute 

quantity of endo siRNAs, and that detection of high levels of endo-siRNAs with sequence 

complementarities to a transcript may not necessarily indicate an active RNAi response against 

that transcript. 

In order to study the dynamics of the heat shock induction and recovery response in the context of 

transcription regulation in C. elegans, we acquired samples from multiple time points during both 

the heat shock induction and recovery stages. This temporal profile allows us to study the 

dynamics of heat shock induction and recovery responses and distinguish between impulsive, 

persistent, and latent responses. Furthermore, using heat shock as an example of a dramatic and 

specific induction of mRNA transcription, we aim to gain insight into the regulatory relationship 

between mRNA and siRNA expression by profiling differential expression of the transcriptome 

across multiple time points. Lastly, we explore the possibility that the endogenous siRNA 

pathway might play in regulating transcription control and heat shock recovery, offering a first 

look into the temporal dynamics of the endogenous small RNA pathway in C. elegans and its 

possible involvement in the regulation of transcription and the development of thermotolerance. 

RESULTS 

We compared the gene expression profiles of animals after 30 minutes and 1 hour of heat shock 

at 33⁰C to that of a control sample grown at 20⁰C at an equivalent stage (Figure 1a, Methods). 

This analysis revealed a set of transcripts that are dramatically up-regulated at the mRNA level in 

response to heat shock (Supplementary Table 1), with the most dramatic of these being 

members of the hsp-70, hsp-16, and hsp-4protein families(Figure 1b, Supplementary Figure 1). 

Induction of these HSP families has been extensively characterized previously using 

microarrays20. A number of heat-shocked induced transcripts are annotated transcription factors 

with DNA binding domains; however, annotated transcription factors were not significantly 

enriched in the immediate heat shock response (p>0.1). By examining regulatory modules from 

previously published genetic interaction networks21, we further noted a significant up-regulation 

(p<1e-10) of genes previously identified to interact with heat shock genes. These include genes 

associated with longevity (age-1), stress-response (ubc-8, ubq-1) and heat shock proteins (daf-21) 

(Figure 2). We examined the gene ontologies of upregulated transcripts and found that heat-
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shock treatment significantly induced the expression of genes in the ER stress response and 

unfolded protein pathways (p<1e-5), as well as those involved in the determination of adult 

lifespan (p<0.01). These results corroborate strongly with findings from previous microarray 

studies of the heat shock response in C. elegans20－22,and provide a complementary profile of 

heat-shock responsive transcripts. In particular, Kim et al20 (2001) identified three heat shock 

inducible genes that are not part of the HSP family of genes: F26H11.3 (nurf-1), F58E10.4 (aip-1) 

and Y43F8B.2. We also observed similar levels of induction for each of these genes, but noticed 

that only F26H11.3 (nurf-1) exhibited elevated expression during recovery, while the other two 

genes (F58E10.4 and Y43F8B.2) returned rapidly to wild-type levels after removal from heat 

shock. This suggests that heat shock inducible transcripts fall into varying patterns of 

transcriptional regulation, and examination of their expression through recovery would provide a 

dynamic depiction of the stress response. 

Early players in the immediate recovery from heat shock 

We subsequently sought to examine the temporal gene expression profiles of animals undergoing 

recovery from heat shock. Transcripts undergoing dramatic regulation during initial removal from 

heat shock might serve as drivers of recovery, priming the elicitation of sustained responses or 

multi-step response cascades. After animals were heated at 33⁰C for2 hours, they were returned to 

their original growth temperature (20⁰C) and allowed to recover. After two hours of recovery, the 

transcripts that were most dramatically up-regulated at the mRNA level during heat shock—the 

hsp families and genes involved in ER stress--displayed a partial return to pre-heat shock levels 

but remained significantly over-expressed compared to non-heat-shocked controls (Figure 1b, 

Supplementary Figure 2).A significant number of genes were also dramatically down-regulated 

at 2 hours of recovery compared to non-heat-shocked controls; these included genes relating to 

oocyte maturation and reproduction, though we did not observe a significant enrichment for these 

or any other GO categories (Supplementary Figure 2). With the exception of the incomplete 

recovery of the heat shock induced genes, the heat shock recovery response displays a regulatory 

program that is generally quite distinctive from that of the heat shock response (Figure 3a).  

In order to distinguish between genes that might serve as drivers of the recovery process from 

those that are remnants of the heat induction response, we looked for transcripts that were 

differentially regulated at recovery compared to animals after 30 minutes and 1 hour of heat 

shock as well as to non-heat-shocked controls. This analysis yielded only a handful of genes 

which are consistently differentially expressed in the recovery sample when compared to each of 
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the heat shocked and control samples. Many of these genes have been previously implicated in 

stress resistance(Supplementary Table 1). In particular, irg-2,numr-1 and numr-2 display a 

dramatic (> 6-fold; p<1e-15) upregulation specifically at the recovery stage. Overexpression of 

numr-1 and numr-2 induces stress resistance and longevity23 while irg-2 is induced strongly upon 

infection by P. aeruginosa24. Significant recovery-specific downregulation is also observed; 

Y19D10B.7 and F15E11.13, which encode the same protein, are downregulated by 5 to 20 fold 

(p<1e-15) in the recovery sample compared to each of the heat shocked and control samples. 

F15E11.13 encodes a protein that exhibits significant (9-fold) increase in protein levels in daf-2 

mutants in a daf-16 independent manner. Overexpression of F15E11.13 in wild-type backgrounds 

provide nematodes with resistance to heat and oxidative stress, in addition to a daf-16 dependent 

accrual of longevity. The dramatic regulation of these genes immediately upon recovery is 

notable and suggests that further investigation into the regulation and protein translation might be 

of interest. However, it is important to keep in mind that transcripts specifically induced at the 2 

hour recovery time point might represent a latent heat-shock induced response (as opposed to a 

specific recovery response). It is thus necessary to examine a later recovery time point to identify 

genes which exhibit a sustained response from those which are part of multistep single-pulse 

cascades. 

Latent responses recovery from heat shock 

In order to identify the latent recovery responses to heat shock, we captured a population of heat 

shocked animals that were allowed to recover at their growth temperature (20⁰C ) for 10 hours 

after the heat pulse. At the 10 hour recovery stage, we observe a continued overexpression of the 

hsp-16 and hsp-70 family of transcripts over non-heat-shocked controls (p<1e-15). In addition, 

we identified a further induction of the hsp-12 family of transcripts (>7 fold induction, p<1e-15) 

and transcripts related to immune response (p<1e-10). We further looked for transcripts which 

were specifically regulated after 10 hours of post-heat-shock recovery at least 4 fold beyond 

immediate heat shock, immediate recovery, and control non-heat shocked levels (see Methods). 

This analysis selected against most of the hsp-16 and hsp-70 families and revealed the differential 

expression of ~300 transcripts in each direction (Supplementary Table1). Transcripts showing 

significant upregulation were enriched for genes involved in aging, lifespan, and the immune 

response (p<0.01). Although an equivalently large group of transcripts also showed timepoint-

specific downregulation, these were not enriched for function-specific gene ontologies.  

Dominant response patterns in the transcriptional response to heat shock 
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We next sought to ask whether there exist dominant temporal patterns of differential expression 

to a pulse of heat shock and subsequent recovery. Such groups of transcripts may represent 

classes of concerted responses to the highly specific and distinct cellular response to heat shock. 

More specifically, genes in the same group might be regulated by the same set of transcriptional 

factors or exist as part of the same cellular network. Previous studies characterizing the single-

pulse patterns of response to transient environmental stimuli (including heat shock and oxidative 

stress) have shown that prototypical temporal patterns exist in eukaryotes and prokaryotes alike25. 

In order to identify dominant similarities in the temporal profiles, we performed k-means 

unsupervised clustering using the differential expression between adjacent time points (see 

Methods). This method of analysis revealed at least five dominant classes of similarly regulated 

transcripts at the mRNA level (Figure 4), including (1) a class of transcripts induced during heat 

shock and returning to pre-heat shock levels upon recovery, and (2) a class of transcripts 

dramatically induced at 10 hours after recovering from heat shock. The former of these includes 

the heat shock family and the aging and stress-related transcripts, while the latter is enriched for 

transcripts involved in morphogenesis and genes. 

The role of endogenous siRNAs in immediate response to heat shock  

To characterize expression patterns of endogenous siRNA in the heat shock response, we cloned 

and sequenced small RNA populations from nematodes after 30minutes, 1 hour, and 2 hours of 

heat shock (see Methods). We first focused on the hsp family of transcripts, and observed that 

there was no significant change in expression of small RNAs mapping antisense to heat shock 

transcripts at any of the heat shock time points. Expanding our analysis to all transcripts against 

which an induction of antisense siRNA was observed during heat shock, we saw that these 

transcripts were enriched for functions involved in stimulus response and DNA binding (p<0.01; 

Supplementary Figure 2). In particular, transcripts encoding nuclear hormone receptors 

exhibited an increased level of antisense siRNAs in response to heat shock as early as 30 minutes 

after heat shock initiation (Supplementary Table 2). We additionally observed an up-regulation 

of antisense siRNAs to transcripts associated with morphogenesis and syncytium formation 

(p<0.05), and down-regulation of antisense siRNAs to transcripts associated reproduction 

(p<0.05). This suggests that the majority of siRNAs that are being regulated at these time points 

are involved in development and maturation rather than in stress response. Furthermore, we 

compared the class of all genes putatively involved in the heat shock response at the mRNA level 

with those that are putatively involved in the heat shock response at the small RNA level, and 

found that there was no significant overlap (Figure 3b; Supplementary Figure 3). These results 
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suggests that any small RNA response triggered by a heat pulse likely acts on separate sets of 

complementary targets than those which are regulated by heat shock at the transcriptional level. 

The role of endogenous siRNAs in latent response to heat shock 

Despite the lack of evidence for involvement of endogenous antisense siRNAs in the immediate 

heat shock response, the RNAi pathway might nevertheless play a role in regulating a set of latent 

cellular responses to heat shock. Such latent responses may be important in contributing to the 

long-term physiological effects of heat shock such as the phenomenon of thermotolerance, and 

examination of endogenous siRNA populations at later time points might be revealing. To this 

end, we profiled the small RNA population from animals after 2 hours, 6 hours, and 10 hours of 

recovery from the heat shock pulse. Although many genes exhibit differential expression of 

antisense siRNAs (Supplementary table 2), we failed to find a significant enrichment in function 

using gene ontology at the 2 hour time points. The observations from the 6 hour and 10 hour 

recovery time point, however, were surprising: we found a significant overlap between transcripts 

induced at the mRNA level during initial heat shock (30 minutes or 1 hour) and those induced at 

the siRNA level at 10 hours of recovery (Figure 3c, Figure 5a). In particular, we found a 

dramatic induction of small RNAs complementary to the hsp-16family of transcripts at the 6 hour 

time point, and a further induction at the 10 hour recovery time point of small RNAs 

complementary to hsp-70 and transcripts involved in aging(Supplementary Table 2).  

To analyze the general relationship between the siRNA responses and mRNA responses for all 

time points assayed, we took differentially expressed gene lists from both mRNA and siRNA 

samples at each time point: for every pair of differentially expressed transcripts, we calculated the 

common set of transcripts and determined the statistical significance of this overlap 

(Supplementary Figure 3). Upon examination of this statistic for all sample pairs, we saw that 

heat shock responses and recovery responses are distinct on both the mRNA and siRNA level, 

resulting in 4 effective clusters. Beyond these clusters, the strongest relationship between mRNA 

and siRNA responses is the one which occurs between mRNAs upregulated during heat shock 

and siRNAs upregulated at 10 hours of recovery. Additionally, there appears to also exist a 

relationship between siRNAs down-regulated during heat shock and immediate (2hr) recovery 

and mRNAs which are down-regulated during 10 hour recovery. 

Is the RNAi pathway involved in development of thermotolerance? 

The long-term effects elicited by hormetic treatment suggest that heat shock exposure might elicit 

cellular responses which serve to retain “memory” of the treatment even after removal from heat. 
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One possibility is the involvement of the RNAi pathway and the generation of endogenous 

siRNAs, which have been suggested to regulate transcription and chromatin structure18. The 

observation that small RNAs antisense to heat shock transcripts are dramatically up-regulated in a 

delayed response 6 hours after the initial heat shock induction suggests that these small RNAs 

might play a role in maintaining sustained programs which lead to the long-term effects of heat 

shock. We thus profiled small RNAs from RNAi mutants undergoing recovery from heat shock to 

examine the genetic dependence of the small RNAs originating from heat shock transcripts. We 

profiled four RNAi mutants—rrf-1, rrf-3, eri-1, and rde-1—and found that small RNAs antisense 

to heat shock transcripts were dramatically induced at the 6 hour and 10 hour recovery time 

points in all four mutants (data not shown) and loss of the RNAi factors did not result in a 

significant loss of endo-siRNA production. Correspondingly, we also performed the 

thermotolerance assay on these mutants and found that they did not lose the ability to acquire 

tolerance to heat after being subject to a prior heat shock (Supplementary Figure 4). Hence, we 

conclude that the endogenous siRNAs arising from heat shock transcripts are produced in a 

manner that is independent of these traditional players in the RNAi pathway, though these 

observations certainly do not preclude the possibility of their contribution to the thermotolerance 

phenomenon. 

 

In search of correlations between siRNA and mRNA induction during heat shock and 

recovery 

Based on the current model of the endogenous RNAi response, an increase in endogenous siRNA 

levels is hypothesized to result in the downregulation of their complementary target mRNAs. We 

identified transcripts exhibiting a dramatic upregulation of antisense siRNA levels during the 

course of heat shock and examined their mRNA levels at each time point. For the 38transcripts 

significantly upregulated in antisense siRNAs during the 1 hour and 2 hour heat shock time points 

(p<0.001), we failed to observe trends of down-regulation of the complementary mRNA during 

subsequent time points (Figure 5b). We expanded our analysis to all transcripts exhibiting 

differentially regulation at any stage (during heat shock or during recovery) in any sample 

(mRNA or siRNA expression). Principal component analysis of temporal differential expression 

from this set of (~4000) transcripts revealed that small RNA heat shock responses fall into 

distinct clusters from mRNA heat shock responses, and that small RNA heat shock are more 

distinctive from siRNA recovery responses than from mRNA heat shock responses (Figure 6, 

Methods). However, the lack of similarity between mRNA and siRNA samples within the first 
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two principal components (which together explain 40% of the total variation) suggests a lack of 

strong coordination between small RNA and mRNA responses for the general group of regulated 

transcripts. Further expanding our analysis to all coding genes, we observed little to no 

correlation between the differential expression of endogenous siRNAs and the differential 

expression of the complementary mRNAs at any of the subsequent time points during either heat 

shock or recovery (Supplementary Figure 6).Based these results, we conclude that any 

regulatory role that endogenous siRNAs might have in regulation of heat shock is unlikely to be 

transparent through examination of the absolute level or rate of production of antisense siRNA.  

DISCUSSION 

The apparent absence of a general correspondence between the differential expression of mRNA 

and the differential production of their complementary endogenous siRNAs is a surprising finding 

that challenges many assumptions made in our current model of the endogenous siRNA pathway 

in C. elegans. In particular, while production of endogenous siRNAs complementary to target 

transcripts has been shown to be dependent on factors involved in RNAi, its subsequent 

engagement into the RNAi machinery has not been clearly demonstrated. Additionally, while 

strong correlations exist between endogenous siRNA production from a subset of transcripts and 

that of chromatin modification marks, no evidence presented to date suggests that these 

relationships cannot be sufficiently explained through separate dependencies on an upstream 

regulatory factor. Furthermore, the functional consequence of clearance of endogenous siRNAs 

without genetic disruption of upstream regulatory factors is unclear and admittedly difficult to 

assess. 

We note that this finding does not preclude the possibility of RNAi engagement in the regulation 

of transcript levels, though it does call into question the approach of using levels of stable 

endogenous siRNA as a measure for RNAi engagement and down-regulation of transcript levels 

of complementary target mRNAs. Turnover rates, for example, have large effects on effective 

concentration of any transcript and have been largely uncharacterized for endogenous siRNA. 

Furthermore, we did not explore the positional significance of endo-siRNAs, nor of other classes 

of regulatory siRNAs such as the piRNAs26, 26G RNAs27, and 21U RNAs28. Beyond these 

mechanistic considerations, we also note that if the inter-cell and inter-tissue variation of small 

RNA and mRNA production is greater than the intra-cellullar relationship between siRNA levels 

and mRNA levels, then correlations between the two classes of transcripts would appear to be 

non-existent when averaged across a whole-organism. 
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Our finding that small RNAs with sequence complementarities to heat shock induced transcripts 

become accumulated at 10 hours post recovery is suggestive of a causal dependence of siRNA 

production on mRNA regulation. However, this relationship was only true for the most drastically 

induced heat shock transcripts; for most coding transcripts, we did not observe a strong 

correlation between siRNA production at 10 hours of recovery with differential expression of the 

corresponding mRNA transcript during heat shock. One explanation for this observation is that 

the relationship between expression of endo-siRNA and expression of their complementary 

mRNA targets follows a logistic response pattern rather than a linear one. We previously 

observed this type of relationship in an endogenous context in reference to endogenous siRNA 

induced down-regulation of mRNAs29. To account for this relationship in conjunction with the 

delayed response pattern, one possible model would be one in which strong regulatory programs 

are driven towards a subset of heat shock induced genes (i.e. hsps), either as a result of heat shock 

induction or the subsequent programmed removal of heat shock induced genes. Such regulatory 

programs might lead to a coordinated set of changes in chromatin modification, mRNA 

transcription, and endogenous siRNA production from regulated loci; these effects might also be 

slow or latent, resulting in accumulation of siRNAs by 6 to 10 hours after recovery but not 

immediately after heat shock exposure or removal. Consistent with this model, dsRNA triggered 

chromatin and antisense siRNA responses have been shown to exhibit a 4-24 hour delay in 

response19. 

In this study we offer a first look at the dynamics of mRNA and endogenous small RNA 

transcriptional response in the context of two dramatic and specific transcriptional switch points. 

This temporal characterization allowed us to gain insights into causality relationships between 

entities in the model of endogenous RNAi in a wild-type background without disruption of major 

RNAi factors. The causal relationships (and lack thereof) proposed by our results both support 

and challenge hypotheses made by current models on the role of endogenous siRNAs in the 

regulation of transcription. In following, it would be of interest to further characterize of the heat 

shock pathway with finer time intervals during the recovery process. Furthermore, temporal 

characterization of chromatin modifications in context of these fluctuations of mRNA and siRNA 

expression might offer important insights into the production of endogenous siRNA and its role 

in regulation of mRNA transcription.  
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METHODS 
Experiment design and sample preparation 

We designed a heat shock treatment regimen as follows: (1) Adult animals were grown on OP50 

seeded agar plates and synchronized using sodium hypochlorite treatment to remove all stages 

except the embryos. (2) Embryos were allowed to hatch for 24 hours at 20⁰C on agar plates 

containing no bacteria. (3) Synchronized L1 animals were grown on enriched agar plates with 

OP50 for 36 h at 20⁰C. (4) Animals were then subject to heat shock at 33⁰C for 2 hours. (5) After 

heat shock, animals were returned to 20⁰C to allow for recovery. 

At various time points of the experiment (illustrated in Figure 1a), subpopulations of heat 

shocked N2 animals were taken out, washed, centrifuged, and frozen using liquid nitrogen. 

Animals taken out during heat shock treatment at 33⁰C  were washed and frozen using rewarmed 

(33⁰C ) M9 and EN50 (100mM NaCl, 0.25M EDTA), respectively. Animals taken out during 

growth or recovery at 20⁰C  were washed and frozen using room temperature M9 and EN50, 

respectively.  

The choice of temperature to conduct the heat shock was chosen after surveying the literature and 

after initial experiments examining debilitation. Worms grown at 15⁰C have been found to exhibit 

mild induction of HSP16 and HSP7030. The choice of growth at 20⁰C was determined as a mild-

temperature that yielded optimal non-damaging shock conditions when elevated to 33⁰C. At 

33⁰C , worms were heat shocked and reporter worms with began to express a fusion GFP from 

the heat shock promoter after 30 minutes of heat shock (data not shown). Worms were also 

allowed to grow to full adulthood after heat shock and no dead worms were found. This 

temperature was the most common temperature used in thermotolerance and aging experiments, 

as it is high enough to induce heat shock response but not debilitating enough to induce a 

selective pressure on the population. Animals heat shocked using our procedure were also 

confirmed to induce the thermotolerance effect. 

RNA extraction and library preparation 

Frozen worm pellets were ground to powder using a mortar and pestle, keeping the powder frozen 

using liquid nitrogen. Small RNAs were captured and prepared into sequencing libraries as 

described previously44. Briefly, total small RNA populations were isolated using the mirVana 

miRNA Isolation Kit (Ambion), and the large RNA population was saved for mRNA library 

construction. Total small RNAs were ligated to an adenylated 3’ DNA linker (IDT linker-1), and 
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linkered RNA-DNA duplexes were run on a 12% acrylamide gel alongside RNA-DNA hybrid 

marker oligonucleotides for excision of insert sizes between 19 nt and 27 nt. Ligated samples 

were cut around the marker bands and eluted overnight by diffusion into 0.3M NaCl. For the 5’ 

monophosphate–dependent capture protocol, 5’ barcoded linkers were ligated directly to samples 

following elution from gel. For the 5’ monophosphate–independent capture protocol, eluted 

samples were treated with Antarctic phosphatase (New England Biolabs) followed by T4 

polynucleotide kinase (New England Biolabs) before ligation to 5’ barcoded linkers using T4 

RNA Ligase 1 (New England Biolabs). Ligated samples were then reverse transcribed and 

amplified using PCR primers containing sequences of Illumina sequencing primers. 

The large RNA fractions from the miRVana extractions were used to generate mRNA 

libraries as described57. In brief, mRNAs were poly(A)-selected using the Poly(A)Purist mRNA 

purification kit (Ambion) and alkali-fragmented using RNA fragmentation reagents (Ambion). 

Fragmented RNAs were treated with T4 polynucleotide kinase and ATP to generate uniform 

fragments, and ATP was cleaned up using an Illustra MicroSpin G-25 column (GE Healthcare). 

Purified RNAs were ligated to a 3’ adaptor (IDT linker-1) and purified on a 6% acrylamide gel 

for excision between 125 bp and 200 bp. RNA was eluted from gel fragments and ligated to a 5’ 

adaptor with a 4-nt barcode. Ligated samples were reverse transcribed and amplified using PCR 

primers containing sequences of Illumina sequencing primers. 

Sequence processing and alignment. 

We combined barcoded small RNA libraries for sequencing on the Illumina platform, yielding an 

average of 10 million reads per sample. Reads obtained from the Illumina sequencing platform 

after quality filtering were trimmed of corresponding 4-nt 5’ barcodes and 3’ linkers, discarding 

any sequences that lacked an exact match to the 4-nt 5’ barcode. We further discarded reads that 

contained at least one base call with a Phred32 quality score of less than 30 (equivalent to 1 in 

1000 error rate58). We took these post-filter, post-processed RNA sequences and aligned them to 

the C. elegans genome with WormBase, release WS215 (http://www.wormbase.org), using 

Bowtie (http://bowtie-bio.sourceforge.net/index.shtml), version 0.12.5, with arguments ‘-v 1 -a–

best–strata’, allowing at most one mismatch per read, and we took all reads that were determined 

to be the best alignments. 

Normalization and identification of significant differential expression 

To test for differential expression between genes from two samples, we first normalized the data 

using the scaling normalization method as described by Robinson and Oshlack61. After 

normalizing all read counts to reads per 10 million reads, we applied Laplacian smoothing by 
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adding 1 to all read counts. We used Fisher’s Exact Test and the DEGSeq package63 in R64 

(version 2.12.0) to determine p-values for siRNA enrichments using the variation calculated from 

the population of transcripts with similar expression levels.  

For each sample, we identified differentially expressed transcripts as those that exhibit 

statistically significant differential expression (p<0.001) and at least a 4-fold change in expression 

in the same direction compared to all controls. Each sample was compared to at least two control 

sets. 

Gene Ontology analysis 

We performed gene ontology enrichment analysis using a model-based Bayesian approach as 

described in Bauer et al (2010)31. We used a background population of all 28477 coding 

transcripts in WormBase version WS215 excluding those on the mitochondrial genome. For 

assessment of gene ontology of heat shock up-regulation or down-regulation, up to 200 genes 

from each category were taken from each sample and used as a sample set in Ontologizer31. 

Between 83 to 200 genes were used in each sample set. Ontology enrichment calculations were 

completed with “Parent-Child-Union” settings, the “Bonferroni” correction for multiple 

hypothesis testing, and a p-value cutoff of 0.05.  
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FIGURES 
FIGURE	  1	  

 

Figure 1. Heat shock time-course.(a) Schematic of experiment design. Grey bars denote growth 

at 20⁰C; red bar denotes growth at 33⁰C (heat shock). Black lines denote times when sample was 

collected. (b) Violin density plots of mRNA expression from selected samples. Density for each 

sample is plotted on the x-axis and log-2 reads per million is plotted on the y-axis. Colored lines 

denote expression levels of transcripts from each of hsp-12, hsp-16, and hsp-70 families, as 

depicted in yellow, orange, and red, respectively. 
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FIGURE	  2	  

 

Figure 2. Genetic interactions of top differentially expressed genes. (a-c) Separate genetic 

modules of differentially expressed transcripts. Each transcript is represented by a node. Each 

node is divided into quarters, with the color in each quarter representing the degree of differential 

expression at that time point. Red denotes overexpression compared to control at an equivalent 

time point; blue denotes underexpression compared to control at an equivalent time point. Time 

points are ordered in clockwise from top right: i) 30 mins of heat shock, ii) 1 hour of heat shock, 

iii) 2 hours of recovery following a 2-hour heat shock, iv) 10 hours of recovery following a 2-

hour heat shock. Genetic interaction diagrams were drawn using Cytoscape21 
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FIGURE	  3	  

	  

Figure 3.Venn diagram depicting overlap of regulated transcripts. “Regulated transcripts” for 

each expression program (heat shock or recovery) were chosen as those that were differentially 

expressed in the same direction by at least 4 fold (p<0.001) from all control samples. (a) mRNA 

heat shock and recovery responses are distinct but with significant overlaps in induction of heat 

shock proteins. (b) Transcripts differential expressed during heat shock are distinct from those 

with heat shock induced differentially expression of complementary siRNAs. (c) The transcripts 

differentially expressed during the heat shock response show significant overlap with those 

differentially regulated at the siRNA level after 10 hours of recovery. 
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FIGURE	  4	  

 

Figure 4.K-means cluster analysis of mRNA expression changes. Each time point is plotted on 

the x-axis in order (30min heat shock, 1 hour heat shock, 2 hours recovery, and 12 hour recovery). 

Changes in expression at each time point (normalized across all time points for each gene) is 

plotted on the y-axis. A k value of 8 was chosen to yield to highest inter-cluster distance and 

lowest intra-cluster distance. Clusters 1 and 2 exhibit similar patterns of expression and can be 

grouped together; clusters 3 and 6 exhibit similar patterns of expression and can be grouped 

together. Size of each cluster and the sum of squares within each cluster is denoted underneath 

each cluster. 
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FIGURE	  5	  

 

Figure 5.Heat map of mRNA and siRNA expression.(a) Transcripts exhibiting significant 

upregulation of mRNA (p<0.001, fold-change > 4) during heat shock were selected and their 

siRNA expression profiles are shown. Each row represents a transcript that exhibits differential 

mRNA expression. Each column represents a time point, arranged in chronological order from 

left to right, with the first column denoting the early control and the last column denoting the late 

control. Small RNA expression levels were scaled across the time points for each transcript, and 

scaled expressions are denoted in each cell. Scaled expressions were clustered using hierarchical 

clustering and rows were rearranged to represent the clustering. Degree of heat shock induced 

mRNA differential expression for each transcript is shown in (b), where each dot denotes the 

mRNA differential expression of a transcript and the order of the transcripts correspond to those 
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in (a). Transcripts exhibiting the highest fold change of mRNA in response to heat shock 

correspond to the cluster with dramatic induction of siRNA levels during the 10 hour recovery 

time point. (c) Transcripts exhibiting significant upregulation of complementary siRNAs 

(p<0.001, fold change > 4) during heat shock were selected and their mRNA expression profiles 

are shown. Each row represents a transcripts that exhibits induced siRNA expression, and rows 

are sorted from top to bottom in order of degree of siRNA induction. Each column represents a 

time point, arranged in chronological order from left to right, with the first column denoting the 

early control and the last column denoting the late control. mRNA expression levels were scaled 

across the time points for each transcript, and scaled expressions are denoted in each cell. 
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FIGURE	  6	  

 

Figure 6. Principal component analysis of all samples based on regulated transcripts. 

“Regulated transcripts” were defined as those undergoing significant differential expression in at 

least one measure (mRNA or siRNA) within at least one response (heat shock or recovery). 

~4000 transcripts satisfied this requirement. Expression trends for each regulated transcript was 

normalized within the mRNA timepoints and the siRNA timepoints separately. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES 

SUPPLEMENTARY	  FIGURE	  1	  

 

Supplementary Figure 1.Principle component analysis of mRNA expression profiles. 

Normalized absolute expression for each transcript was used to cluster transcripts. Expression 

from each sample was treated as an independent dimension, and vectors for each dimension is 

plotted on the graph in red arrows. Examination of vectors for each dimension reveals that 

samples exhibit chronologically similarity. Heat shock transcripts account for the greatest 

variation between transcripts, and are accounted for by the 30 minute and 1 hour heat shock 

samples. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY	  FIGURE	  2
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Supplementary Figure 2.GO ontology analysis of each set of up-regulated and down-regulated 

genes from each sample. Differentially expressed genes were identified from each sample and 

sorted by significance. Gene ontology for enriched genes in each category was assessed using 
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Ontologizer, a graphically based model for analysis of GO enrichment31. Cells are colored based 

on significance of gene ontology enrichment. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY	  FIGURE	  3	  

 

Supplementary Figure 3. Coincidence matrix of gene sets. Each sample is differentiated into 

three groups: (i) genes that are up-regulated compared to controls (labeled “up”), (ii) genes that 

are down regulated compared to controls (labeled “down”), and (iii) all differentially regulated 

genes (labeled “all”). Each sample-group combination is plotted on each row and column. For 

every combination of gene sets, a simulation is conducted to determine the expected number of 

overlapping genes between the two sets, given transcript-gene mapping in each set. The 

probability of obtaining at least as many overlapping genes by random as that which exists 

between the given combination of gene sets is written in each cell, and statistically significant 

cells are highlighted in red.  
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SUPPLEMENTARY	  FIGURE	  4	  

	  

Supplementary Figure 4. Thermotolerance assay. (a) wild-type (N2) animals, subject to mild 

heat shock at 33C at varying stages of their life cycle as indicated, and subsequently subject to a 

kill assay at 35C and (b) RNAi mutant strains, subject to mild heat shock at 33C at L4 stage, and 

subsequently subject to a kill assay at 35C. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY	  FIGURE	  5	  

	  

Supplementary Figure 5. 

Heat map of 

Downregulated genes. (a) 

Transcripts exhibiting 

significant downregulation of 

mRNA (p<0.001, fold-

change > 4) during heat 

shock were selected and their 

siRNA expression profiles 

are shown. Each row 

represents a transcript that 

exhibits differential mRNA 

expression. Each column 

represents a time point, 

arranged in chronological 

order from left to right, with 

the first column denoting the 

early control and the last 

column denoting the late 

control. Small RNA 

expression levels were scaled 

across the time points for 

each transcript, and scaled 

expressions are denoted in 

each cell. Scaled expressions 

were clustered using 

hierarchical clustering and 

rows were rearranged to 

represent the clustering. 

Degree of heat shock induced mRNA differential expression for each transcript is shown in (b), 

where each dot denotes the mRNA differential expression of a transcript and the order of the 

transcripts correspond to those in (a). 	    
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SUPPLEMENTARY	  FIGURE	  6	  

Supplementary Figure 6. siRNA to mRNA relationship. For each plot, siRNA differential 

expression after 30 minutes of heat shock is plotted on the x axis in log scale. mRNA differential 

expression for each time point is plotted on the y axis for (a) 30 minutes heat shock, (b) 1 hour 

heat shock, (c) 2 hours into recovery, and (d) 12 hours into recovery.  
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APPENDIX A: A classifier for degradation signal creates opportunity 

for evaluation of sense small RNAs 

Background and Motivation 

Originally discovered as an antiviral mechanism, RNA interference (RNAi) has since 

then been shown to play a large role in the natural cellular regulation of endogenous transcripts. 

The products of the RNAi pathway and the effectors of transcript regulation are small 18-30 

nucleotide (nt) small RNAs that are homologous in sequence to their target transcripts. 

Consequently, discovery of small RNAs that are identical in sequence to an endogenous transcript 

implies possible role of the RNAi pathway in the regulation of said transcript.  

Many groups of small RNAs exist in the cell are encoded by the host genome naturally. 

Most of the well characterized groups of small RNAs are typically oriented antisense to the target 

transcripts and are believed to be produced by templating off the endogenous transcript. In the 

nematode C. elegans, this includes a class of 21-23nt small RNAs that have been largely 

implicated in transcriptional silencing. Two other classes of less-well-characterized small RNAs 

of sizes of 23-24nt and 26nt, respectively, also appear to have silencing effect. While we will not 

discuss the mechanistic details regarding the generation of these small RNAs here, we will note 

that these small RNAs are believed to be produced by templating off the endogenous transcript, 

hence resulting in an antisense orientation of the small 

RNAs relative to the transcript (Figure 1). 

But what about small RNAs that align to the sense 

strand of the transcript? Do these exist, and if so, do have 

any function? Unfortunately, many confounding factors 

thwart any ventures to answer this question. While I will 

not take time here to survey those difficulties, I focus on 

the problem that small RNA sequencing libraries are often 

plagued with mRNA degradation, making small RNA 

datasets hard to evaluate. This problem arises from the fact 

that small RNAs are extracted using a size-selection 

method which selects for RNAs of 18-30 nucleotides in 

length. Hence, any larger transcripts that degrade naturally 

into this size range by chance (e.g. through random 

Small	  RNAs	  are	  colored	  by	  size	  
Yellow:	  19nt,	  Orange:	  20	  nt,	  Red:	  
21nt,	  Purple:	  22nt,	  Blue:	  23	  nt,	  
Cyan:	  24	  nt,	  Green:	  26nt	  

Direction of transcription 

Direction	  of	  
small	  RNAs	  

Figure 1: Notice size enrichment 
of 21-23nt RNAs 
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shearing of longer transcripts during the RNA extraction procedure) will also be captured by 

sequencing. As a result, researchers often ignore looking at small RNAs that align to sense 

strands of transcripts because they are mostly plagued with contamination. While this is true in 

many case-by-case analyses, this is a poor assumption to make and may drastically limit our 

ability to detect novel signals. 

The goal of this project is two fold. First, I aim to characterize distinct small RNA signals 

over loci throughout the genome. Using two unsupervised algorithms, k-means clustering and 

principal component analysis, I expect to be able to both quantify the representation of known 

signals throughout the transcriptome as well as potentially identify new small RNA signals. As a 

second goal, I aim to develop an algorithm to categorize small RNA distributions as “degradation” 

or as a specific type of signal. In particular. I will build an SVM classifier for this task and 

experiment with values for the parameters. Training sets will be picked from a combination of 

exemplary examples from the unsupervised clustering performed previously. In combination, 

these two goals would allow enhancement of the signal-to-noise ratio in small RNA datasets and 

provide the potential for discovery of novel small RNA signals from biological datasets. 

Methods 

Data Set 

A collection of 15 small RNA datasets were obtained from the nematode C.elegans using 

whole animals. In brief, small RNAs were sequenced using the Solexa platform, and sequences 

were aligned to the C. elegans transcriptome. RNA counts of each length for each gene were 

added up. Each dataset was aligned to the genome using the Bowtie short read aligner.  

In order to select training points that offer high information content, the total of 49000 

transcripts were filtered, for each sample, to include only transcripts that contain at least 20 small 

RNA read alignments and at least 10 unique sequences. 

Feature Selection 

The high dimensionality of biological datasets, the limited evidence for making 

assumptions of independence, and the stochastic process of generating these datasets makes 

feature selection both a challenging and critical aspect for the success of applying any machine 

learning algorithm on such datasets. The initial set of features selected for this analysis was based 

on personal experience with small RNA datasets as well as characterizations of small RNA 
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biogenesis as revealed in the literature.  For each gene, I calculated the following possible 

features: 

1. Total number of RNAs aligned 

2. Median redundancy of RNAs aligned (i.e. number of aligned RNAs per unique sequence)  

3. Proportion of number of RNAs of each length (18bp to 29bp) aligned 

4. Proportion of number of RNAs over each 3nt range (e.g. 19-21nt, 20-22nt) 

Features were evaluated the ability of these features to separate the data using k-means (see 

below). In particular, I found that simply including (3) seemed to provide the best results; clusters 

of genes could be separated and identified as possible degradation products based on visual 

inspection of the small RNAs (using UCSC Genome Browser, alignment visualization tool). 

Including (1) and (2) expectedly resulted in features that distinguished the data based on 

expression level and genomic structure, respectively. Surprisingly, including (4) actually reduced 

the separation of the features without improving robustness of classification. 

Unsupervised Learning:  

Principal Component Analysis and K-means Clustering 

 

Figure 2:(Left)PCA of sense-oriented small RNA size distributions. Each data point is a 
transcript, colored by cluster assignment using k-means clustering with k=5. (Right) Centroid 
distributions of clusters. 

For each sample, highly expressed genes were subject to principal component analysis 

using the set of features selected from alignment to the sense orientation. Results from each 

sample was consistent: principal component analysis of sense-oriented small RNA size 

distributions reveal distinct separation of data points. The first two principal components 
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explained an average of 45% and 27% of the variance, respectively. Analysis of the feature 

loadings for first two components reveal that these correspond to distributions with high 

proportions of 22-23nt RNAs and larger (27-29nt) RNAs, respectively. Further, we performed k-

means clustering on these features and compared the results with those from PCA (Figure 2), 

revealing clusters with centroid positions reminiscent of siRNA size distributions (purple, blue, 

and orange clusters) as well as degradation (green and red clusters.) The choice of K was selected 

between values of 3 to 7 based on robustness of the clustering for producing similar cluster 

centroids. 

 To test that our method for detecting mRNA degradation is unlikely to misclassify real 

small RNA signals (based on inherent noise in the small RNA population), we performed the 

same procedures on a sample of small RNA sequences from a different chemical preparation that 

is known to select for one class of 21-23nt siRNAs. This reveals that aggregate small RNA 

profiles for large sets of genes indeed exhibit a strong characteristic and contain very little noise 

(Supplemental Figure 1). These distributions are consistent regardless of the k used in k-means 

analysis (data not shown).  

 Since the populations of small RNAs that we have termed “mRNA degradation” have not 

been previously characterized as a class of functional small RNAs (nor has specifically studying 

mRNA degradation signals been of any interest to the small RNA scientific community), we have 

no convincing evidence from this analysis that these are indeed non-functional or result from 

degraded mRNAs. However, we do find an indication for this suggestion: genes which exhibit 

small RNA distributions with the “degradation characteristic” also exhibit high mRNA levels 

(Supplemental Figure 2), suggesting that they are likely degradation products from these very 

abundant sources. 

Supervised Learning: Support Vector Machines 

Principal component analysis and K-means clustering are useful for discovery of unanticipated 

relationships in the features without bias of prior knowledge regarding the data. However, this 

approach requires supervision to ensure the right choice of K in k-means clustering. Furthermore, 

k-means clustering is a heuristic algorithm and results may vary largely between replications. 

Both PCA and K-means also relies on the significant representation of each type of data in the 

dataset—a signal that is not represented at a high level would be merged into an adjacent cluster 

in K-means and would not contribute to a significant proportion of the variance in PCA. These 

above assumptions made by the unsupervised algorithms make them poor candidates for general 
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detection of mRNA degradation signals in novel datasets, particularly datasets from various 

genetic backgrounds that could drastically perturb the landscape of small RNAs. Hence, we  use 

the insight gained from these techniques to build a support vector machine classifier for detection 

of mRNA degradation signals. 

Since no labeling of positive or negative training sets exist, we define our training set using 

training points with exemplary traits as defined from our previous analysis. 

Selection of Negative Training Examples 

To generate negative examples, I took 

the genes falling into the “degradation” clusters 

(in green and red from Figure 2), and selected 

for those genes which exhibit exemplary 

characteristics to those we have identified as 

“degradation”. In particular, we chose genes 

whose small RNA distributions on the sense 

strand are (a) close to the centroid (sum of 

squared differences <0.4, maximum squared 

difference of any length <0.2), and (b) have high 

mRNA levels (>100 mRNA counts).  Justification for the choice of cutoff for the first criteria is 

shown by examining a distribution of the squared differences (Supplemental Figure 3), while 

justification for the second criteria was noted previously (Supplemental Figure 2).   

Selection of Positive Training Examples 

Positive training examples were generated using distributions of small RNAs mapping to 

the antisense strand, since these are the canonical siRNAs. Even when k is set to a large number, 

no centroid with a characteristic “degradation” signal is observed (Figure 3, k=8). Hence, all 

genes close to centroids in the antisense strand  were used as positive training examples 

(evaluated based on squared differences of proportions as per negative training sets). 

Evaluation 

The goal of our classifier is to be able to take any dataset and label each loci as 

degradation or siRNA signal. As such, we are interested in the generalization error of a classifier 

for labeling the loci in at least one whole small RNA library. Hence, we perform 5-fold cross-

Figure 3. K-means centroids of 
antisense small RNAs. K=8 
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validation on the 15 samples to select for optimal parameters for the model (i.e. train on points 

form 12 samples, test on points from 3 samples). An alternative method for evaluation is k-fold 

cross-validation of all data points without grouping by sample; however, this provides an 

underestimation of generalization error. This underestimation is due to the fact that the largest 

source of variance in small RNA datasets is that between different technical preparations of the 

RNA libraries; revealing a proportion of points from any library provides indications as to where 

the remaining points in that library might lie. 

 SVMs were built for each training set: positive training examples were labeled as “1” and 

negative training examples (i.e. degradation) were labeled as “0”. Different kernels were explored 

for their performance in the SVM in conjunction with varying parameter values such as those for 

C, gamma, or degree of polynomial, as pertained to the particular kernel. The polynomial and 

linear kernels performed worse than the radial kernel for all parameters tested (not shown). The 

logistic kernel exhibited the worst performance. For the radial kernel, increasing C, the cost value 

for outliers, resulted in better training and test errors if ɣ is kept low (Table 1). If ɣ and C are 

increased simultaneously, the model overfits the data, resulting in extremely low training error 

and high test error. In particular, such values biased towards an unacceptably high false positive 

rate, labeling all points “1”. Optimal values for test error, training error, and a balance of false 

positive and false negative rates can be achieved with C taking values between 2 to 8 and ɣ taking 

values between 0.01 and 0.1.  

Table 1. Average Test and training errors (5-fold validation) using the Radial Kernel for varying values of 
C and ɣ 

  Training Error Test Error 

C gamma 
Avg % 
Error Avg %FP  Avg %FN  

Avg% 
Error Avg%FP Avg%FN 

0.005 0.0156 1.81 35.42 0.05 2.87 47.51 0.06 
0.005 0.0312 1.60 31.58 0.03 2.76 46.43 0.04 
0.005 0.0625 1.77 35.41 0.02 3.11 52.34 0.01 
0.005 0.125 3.42 68.43 0.00 5.10 87.09 0.00 
0.005 0.25 5.04 100.00 0.00 5.68 100.00 0.00 
0.005 0.5 5.04 100.00 0.00 5.68 100.00 0.00 

0.02 0.0156 0.99 19.44 0.03 1.79 27.14 0.18 
0.02 0.0312 0.82 15.93 0.03 1.50 22.59 0.17 
0.02 0.0625 0.74 14.41 0.03 1.41 21.28 0.18 
0.02 0.125 1.02 20.45 0.02 2.12 35.30 0.07 
0.02 0.25 3.16 63.22 0.00 4.92 83.73 0.00 
0.02 0.5 5.03 99.76 0.00 5.68 100.00 0.00 

0.5 0.0156 0.42 7.23 0.06 0.86 10.84 0.23 
0.5 0.0312 0.36 6.02 0.06 0.83 10.04 0.25 
0.5 0.0625 0.30 5.08 0.05 0.81 9.75 0.24 
0.5 0.125 0.23 3.81 0.03 0.83 10.00 0.24 
0.5 0.25 0.16 2.81 0.02 0.88 10.63 0.25 
0.5 0.5 0.12 2.23 0.01 2.43 39.34 0.09 

2 0.0156 0.34 5.53 0.07 0.76 8.65 0.25 
2 0.0312 0.26 4.34 0.05 0.76 8.39 0.26 
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2 0.0625 0.19 3.02 0.04 0.76 8.56 0.25 
2 0.125 0.13 2.19 0.02 0.78 9.15 0.25 
2 0.25 0.09 1.51 0.01 0.83 9.87 0.26 
2 0.5 0.04 0.79 0.00 1.56 22.07 0.22 
8 0.0156 0.28 4.43 0.06 0.74 7.92 0.27 
8 0.0312 0.19 2.81 0.05 0.79 8.50 0.28 
8 0.0625 0.13 2.04 0.03 0.76 8.42 0.26 
8 0.125 0.08 1.35 0.01 0.78 8.87 0.27 
8 0.25 0.03 0.64 0.00 0.82 9.60 0.27 
8 0.5 0.01 0.28 0.00 1.59 22.14 0.24 

Conclusions and Future Directions 

By building a model to filter mRNA degradation signals from sense-oriented small RNA profiles, 

we provide an opportunity for further exploration novel pathways and functions of small RNA 

regulation. Comparisons of small RNA profiles of particular genes between samples in various 

genetic backgrounds would be the logical next step in deciphering the function and regulation of 

these sense-oriented small RNAs. Characteristic differences may exist between sense-oriented 

small RNAs and antisense-oriented small RNAs that we have not explored in this work. 

Nevertheless, the results from this study illuminate the large class of sense-oriented small RNAs 

that have previously been ignored. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES 

SUPPLEMENTARY	  FIGURE	  1 

 
Supplemental Figure 1. K-means and PCA of small RNA distributions from different RNA cloning 
procedure that selects for canonical siRNAs. 

	  

SUPPLEMENTARY	  FIGURE	  2	  

 

Supplemental Figure 2. mRNA Seq data from same sample was used to compare to small RNA data. 
Higher counts indicate higher expression level. Genes from degradation cluster (colored as in Figure 2) are 
highly expressed in mRNA, confirming implications of degradation in siRNA signal. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY	  FIGURE	  3	  

 

Supplemental Figure 3.(Left) Distribution of sum-of-squared differences between genes in the orange 
“degradation” cluster (Figure 3) and their centroid. Alternatively, we can calculate the maximum-squared 
differences of any RNA length between each gene and its centroid (right). 
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